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Editor’s Note

MICHAEL DESMOND

Our Serverless Future
This month’s issue leads off with a pair of articles focused on new
elements within Microsoft Azure and the impacts they have on
software development. Yochay Kiriaty and Stefan Schackow explore
the new Azure App Service architecture, which provides a rich
Platform as a Service (PaaS) for Web, mobile and API applications.
App Service is great for enabling apps that can run at global scale,
by providing underlying infrastructure and managed services that
let developers focus on writing great application code.
The other Azure-oriented feature this month, written by Joseph
Fultz and Darren Brust, is “Serverless Architecture with Azure
Functions.” As Fultz explains, the term serverless architecture
describes a design in which there is no server infrastructure to
manage by the application team.

“Ideally, the app team wouldn’t
even have to think about scale
as the serverless compute
and third-party services should
automatically handle scale
and availability.”
Joseph Fultz, Cloud Solution Architect, Microsoft

“This means that all the moving parts of the system are either
third-party services like Azure SQL Database, DocumentDB,
EventHubs or Office365, which are also known as Back-end as
a Service (BaaS),” Fultz says. “Or they are custom code hosted in
a system-managed container to provide the serverless compute,
which is also referred to as Functions as a Service (FaaS).”
The approach reflects the proliferation of mature, third-party services in the cloud era, as dev organizations shift on-premises com-

pute infrastructure to services in the cloud. Fultz points out that not
so long ago hosting virtual machines was of huge value to IT organizations, yet today many of those virtualized activities have shifted
to a service consumption model. In short, it’s become more burdensome to roll your own than it is to have someone else roll it for you.
“Ideally, the app team wouldn’t even have to think about scale as
the serverless compute and third-party services should automatically handle scale and availability,” Fultz says.
The upside is reduced complexity and cost, which enables organizations to focus more resources on adding value to the business
rather than building and managing infrastructure. The downside?
Less control of the implementation of the environments that host
application services.
So how should developers proceed as they consider serverless
approaches? Fultz says the most important thing is to understand
the services providers you’re coupling your applications to and how
those commitments impact your DevOps pipeline.
“Developers must be familiar with the intricacies of deploying
their various environments, such as dev, test and production, against
a matching set of services for the target environment,” Fultz says,
adding that familiarity with logging and troubleshooting capabilities is also important.
“Without access to the server directly, one has to rely on what is
provided by the host of the service being used,” he continues. “Sometimes there is rich integration with management and monitoring,
like in the case of Azure SQL Database, but in other cases there may
not, as in the case of Azure Functions, which is still new to the scene.”
As for how Azure Functions relates to Azure App Service, which
Kiriaty and Schackow write about this month, Fultz describes App
Service as the PaaS on which Azure Functions is built. App Service
works behind the scenes of Azure Functions, handling a range of
activities from the simple, like storage of configuration settings,
to the complex, such as scaling operations. As Fultz describes it,
Azure Functions is essentially “App Service plus the Web Jobs SDK
plus Azure Functions-specific
implementation bits.”
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Magazine. If you have purchased or have otherwise properly acquired a copy of MSDN Magazine in paper format, you are permitted to physically transfer this paper copy in unmodified form. Otherwise, you are not permitted to transmit
copies of MSDN Magazine (or any part of MSDN Magazine) in any form or by any means without the express written permission of Microsoft Corporation.
A listing of Microsoft Corporation trademarks can be found at microsoft.com/library/toolbar/3.0/trademarks/en-us.mspx. Other trademarks or trade names mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners.
MSDN Magazine is published by 1105 Media, Inc. 1105 Media, Inc. is an independent company not affiliated with Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft Corporation is solely responsible for the editorial contents of this magazine. The
recommendations and technical guidelines in MSDN Magazine are based on specific environments and configurations. These recommendations or guidelines may not apply to dissimilar configurations. Microsoft Corporation does not make
any representation or warranty, express or implied, with respect to any code or other information herein and disclaims any liability whatsoever for any use of such code or other information. MSDN Magazine, MSDN and Microsoft logos are
used by 1105 Media, Inc. under license from owner.
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KRISHNAN RANGACHARI

Age Before Beauty:
Success and the Older Developer
I often counsel older software engineers who fear they are “too
old” for the tech industry. I’ve had hiring managers tell clients that
they’re “too senior” or “over-qualified” or “too expensive.” And I’ve
had companies say outright that they’re looking for “impressionable
developers” or “software engineers under age 25.”
In the technology industry, with every additional year of experience, it’s easy to feel that your employability diminishes. I’ve found
a few tricks that have been effective for software engineers.

Excessive Experience

There’s a myth that one must list all of one’s experience on a résumé
or LinkedIn profile. This is unnecessary. A résumé is a marketing
snapshot of experience, not a biographical record to be preserved
by historians. And as a snapshot, it should emphasize your fit for
the company to which you’re talking.
So, if you’re 45 years old, leave out your experience until age 30
or 35. Instead, showcase the last 10 to 15 years. If you do get asked to
describe your earlier experience, share the truth briefly. An inter
viewer may ask just out of curiosity, not to “trap” or “expose” you.

Timing Is Everything

If you’re showcasing only your most recent work experience, leave
the dates off your education altogether. For example: If you’re listing
work experience from only 2006 to 2016, it’s confusing to show a
college graduation date of 1985. It makes people wonder what you
were doing during the 21 years in between! My advice in such a
case: Leave off college graduation and attendance dates.

Mind the Gap

You don’t need to mention every job that you’ve ever had. Say you
went through a rough patch of underemployment and you worked
at a retailer for a few months—it’s fine to leave that job off your
résumé. In fact, doing so makes your résumé more focused, eases
your interview prep and simplifies your story for the recruiter.
If you feel insecure about, say, a six-month gap on your résumé
(you need not), just leave those months out on the résumé. So, instead
of saying Job A went from “December 2014 to January 2016” and job B
went from “August 2016 to Present,” it’s OK to say that job A was “2014
to 2016” and job B was “2016 to Present.” If you do this, be consistent
and remove months from all other dates and date ranges in the résumé.

Formidable Seniority

To avoid the “over-qualified” label, downplay your job titles so you don’t
seem too senior for the opening. For example, if you’ve been a Principal

Software Engineer and you’re applying for a “Software Engineer”
position at a tiny start-up, just list “Software Engineer” on your résumé.
Also, if you manage a division of 60 developers and now you’re
interviewing for a smaller company, describe your job as “managed
a staff of senior software engineers.” Don’t say “managed an annual
P&L of $10 million for a 60-developer business unit.”
And here’s a tip: If you’re trying to decide between wording something in a way that gets you a job (but feels wrong) and something
that may not get you a job (but feels more right), choose what feels
more right. Always err on the side of truth.

Misplaced Style

My older clients unnecessarily age themselves with how they dress.
I highly recommend working with a fashion stylist to have a wardrobe that’s chic and bold. It may be one of your best investments.
This doesn’t mean that you start dressing like Justin Bieber.
What’s important is that you think carefully about how you dress,
feel authentic in what you wear, get others’ feedback on how you
come off, and are careful to avoid looking “too old” or “too stiff.”

Say Less

I often tell my older clients that their biggest concern isn’t the hiring
manager; it’s their own loose lips. Only “talk shop” about technical
topics—and even then, do so with reticence. Ageists may unconsciously interpret talkativeness in older developers as pre-senility,
but in younger developers as enthusiasm!
Also, avoid talking or asking about “family” concerns—insurance,
benefits, vacations—in interviews. It’s easy to get a sense of how
lifestyle-friendly a company is without being direct. Those questions are fair game once you get an offer in writing.

Plan to Win

For older developers, competing with 21-year-old engineers can
be a losing battle. Experience and “wisdom” only get you so far.
In this industry, especially for individual contributor roles, the
key is to double down on sharpness. Do this with over-preparation
for interviews, over-familiarity with the latest frameworks and tools
used by the company, over-researching the company and its products, over-crafting compelling anecdotes for behavioral interview
questions, and over-cultivating physical and mental vitality through
exercise and meditation.
n
Krishnan Rangachari is a career coach for software engineers. Visit RadicalShifts.com for

his free career masterclass. Visit ByteshiftResumes.com for his résumé reinventions.
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DINO ESPOSITO

In-House Business Intelligence
with Events and CQRS
I was discussing a few wireframes with a customer recently to
verify the effectiveness of a business process and overall quality
of the UX the team was building. In the system were a few shared
items of work that users could pick up and start processing. The
customer was an overall technical person, but all she could envision was a relational database table with a record indicating who
picked up what and the current state of processing.
Needless to say, a similar architecture would definitely do the
job. With a different and event-based architecture, though, you can
grab a lot more information about what’s going on in the system.
The core question, therefore, is the following: Might your customer
need—now or in the near future—to access and consume the extra
information you can get out of events?
In this column, I’ll pick up where I left off in last month’s column
and add a business intelligence (BI) module to the sample application
dealing with meeting rooms to book. The term BI these days is quite
an overloaded buzzword often associated with specific technologies
and products. At its core, though, BI refers to a set of techniques to
grab and transform raw data into useful information available to
analysts to improve processes or to use as mere statistical evidence.
By adding event sourcing to an application, you get a hold of
raw data. By combining event sourcing and CQRS you end up
with raw business events stored in the command stack properly
denormalized for the sake of the application core functions. At any
time, though, you can add an extra module that reads raw data and
transforms that into other meaningful chunks of information for
whatever business purpose you might have.

Never Miss a Thing

When it comes to highlighting the benefits of event sourcing, the
first point usually mentioned is this: “With events you never miss
a thing of what happens within the system.” It couldn’t be truer, but

Projection
of Data

Projection
of Data

Projection
of Data

Event-Based
Representation of Data

Figure 1 Multiple Projections Can Be Built on Top of Raw Events

it probably deserves a bit more of a pragmatic explanation. Have
a look at Figure 1.
In a create, read, update, delete (CRUD) system, you typically
have one representation of data—mostly relational—and one or
more simple projections that most of the time just adapt tabular
data to the needs of the presentation layer. With event sourcing,
you take this model much further, and lowering the abstraction
level of the stored data is the key factor. The more domain-accurate
information you store, the richer and more numerous projections
you can build at any later time.

At its core BI refers to a set
of techniques to grab and
transform raw data into useful
information available to analysts.
In a software system, user actions are the smallest piece of
observable behavior, and business events caused by those actions
are the most basic piece of information you can store. In my previous
column (msdn.com/magazine/mt790196), I used the MementoFX framework
via NuGet to transparently handle and persist relevant events in the lifetime of domain aggregate objects. I also used special synchronization
tools—called denormalizers—to create a viewable projection after
each relevant business event. In the end, all the column showed was
rewriting a CRUD system according to the Event-Command-Saga
(ECS) pattern. Let’s see what it takes now to add another projection
to fill out the dashboard screen of a manager.

Toward Your Own BI Layer

In Figure 2, you see the primary screen of the sample application.
As mentioned, it’s a booking system for a shared resource like a set
of meeting rooms.
As you can guess from the figure, any users allowed into the
system have the chance to book a room and then move or cancel the reservation. In a classic CRUD-oriented system there’s a
Booking table where each record identifies a reservation. When
a reservation is moved, starting time and length are overwritten
and when a reservation is canceled, the record is simply deleted.
At any time, a plain query of records returns the current state of
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To produce a similar screen, you must definitely query all events
in the event store and then work them out to reach a shape that
suits the intended UI. The Razor code that produced the actual
view received a data model like this:
public class BookingWithHistory
{
public BookingWithHistory()
{
History = new List<BookingHistory>();
}

}

public BookingSummary Current { get; set; }
public IList<BookingHistory> History { get; set; }

The BookingSummary class represents the current state of a given
booking and is the class behind the primary view of Figure 1.
public class BookingSummary : Dto
{
public Guid BookingId { get; set; }
public string DisplayName { get; set; }
public DateTime Day { get; set; }
public int StartHour { get; set; }
public int StartMins { get; set; }
public int NumberOfSlots { get; set; }
public BookingReason Reason { get; set; }
}

Figure 2 The UI of the Sample Booking System

the bookings. If you turn the plain CRUD into a historical CRUD
(see the May and June 2016 installments of this column at msdn.com/
magazine/mt703431 and msdn.com/magazine/mt707524, respectively), you
can track a fixed number of events and have them saved with any
relevant information in some other tables. In which way, then, is
an event-sourcing, MementoFX-based solution preferable over a
plain-and-simple historical CRUD? It’s all about code flexibility
and resiliency of the final software artifact.
With MementoFX, you focus on the relevant domain behavior
and events. You model domain objects around these needs and let
it go. In return, you have an API to query what happened, the state
of the system at a given date and time, and whether you have a log
of all events or just raw data aggregated and transformed in some
custom way that makes sense for some occasional business purpose.
This is the raw, intended meaning and essence of what people call BI.

An instance of this class is created during the denormalization
process after each “create” or “move” action. This class is persisted
and read via Entity Framework to and from a classic SQL Server
database. In other words, this class is the item that forms the default
view of the system around the current and up-to-date snapshot of
the state. Technically, this class belongs to the read model.
The view you get in Figure 3 instead collects data also from raw
events logged in the event store, a RavenDB store in the example.
The following code snippet shows the queries ran against the event
store to get all events of interest that happened in the lifetime of
the booking with the given ID:

Building a Plain Log of Events

With reference to the sample application, you have a RavenDB database that stores all raw events and a SQL Server denormalized table
that contains the list of pending bookings. Stored events comprehend
the event that created a booking and all successive events that moved
that booking to a different time, and even events that canceled that
booking. A canceled event doesn’t show up anymore in the main UI
and so it’s for intermediate slots to which a booking was moved. All
of these events aren’t relevant for building the primary UI, but they’re
crucial for building a dashboard UI for a manager or an administrator.
As an example, let’s see what it takes to group all bookings in the
system (or bookings created in a given interval of time) and show
the entire history of each, as shown in Figure 3.
The system counts 16 pending bookings, but each booking consists
of one or more events. For example, the highlighted booking was
first created and then moved twice to different slots on different days.
msdnmagazine.com
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In particular, the sample application
gets all events for all bookings in the
given time interval and groups them by
week. Next, it creates a weekly activity
report object that is then easy to pass to
ChartJS for creating dazzling graphics.
The most important aspect of event
sourcing that I meant to emphasize in
this column is that once you have raw
information saved at the lowest possible
level of abstraction, you can use it in
many different ways at many different
times. Sticking to the meeting rooms
Figure 4 A Graphical Report of Booking Actions in a Given Time Interval
demo, you can deploy the manager
dashboard in a successive release or make it another brand-new
var createdEvents = EventStore.Find<NewBookingCreatedEvent>(e =>
product. You can also parse all events in the lifetime of the applie.BookingId == bookingId).ToList();
var movedEvents = EventStore.Find<BookingMovedEvent>(e =>
cation and build new data projections on top of it for whatever
e.BookingId == bookingId).ToList();
business
goals you can think of. More than everything else, though,
var deletedEvents = EventStore.Find<BookingCanceledEvent>(e =>
e.BookingId == bookingId).ToList();
any successive development effort is for the most part independent
The union of those events delivers the full history of a given from what you have and building it doesn’t affect what you have
aggregate. Replaying all those events—namely, applying sequen- in place already. That’s the ultimate return on any investments you
tially the state of each event to a fresh instance of the aggregate make on CQRS and event sourcing combined.
object—returns the current state of the object for display or processing purposes. It goes without saying, though, that you can add Wrapping Up
a date filter to the query on events and thus rebuild the state of the Processing business events in software is nothing new. You can probdomain object—the booking—up to a given date.
ably achieve similar results using a historical CRUD (H-CRUD)—just
a fancy name for any sort of handcrafted solution that lets you track
Extrapolating Some Business Information
all the different states of a business object. Event sourcing does the
Let’s say you’re a manager responsible for internal processes. In same job, except that it operates at a different level of abstraction and
your role, you want shared resources, such as a meeting room, to relies on more powerful and tailor-made tools (such as event stores)
be used effectively. How can you verify that and update booking and patterns (such as event sourcing) in the context of specialized
policies accordingly? Figure 4 provides useful information to architectures (such as CQRS).
answer that question.
I’ve been writing about CQRS and event sourcing in MSDN
The pie chart shows how many bookings were created in the time Magazine for quite some time now and in a way I formed the idea that
interval and how many of them have been later moved or canceled. most people agree on the relevance of CQRS and events, but find it
The bar chart, instead, breaks up the same information on a weekly hard to find a place in which to start. To these people I recommend
basis. At a first rough analysis, it seems that nearly half of reservations getting back to H-CRUD, which I wrote about back in May (msdn.com/
are moved at some point and about one of every four is even canceled. magazine/mt703431) and June (msdn.com/magazine/mt707524), and then
If you’re a manager willing to improve processes, the graphs in back to more recent articles about the ECS pattern (also known as
Figure 4 might sound an alarm. Whatever way you look at it, the CQRS/ES) and MementoFX. That should help you start from a familnumber of changes after reservations are made is significant. Is this iar mindset and then progressively enhance it up to reaching a point
preventing other potential users to book their rooms with ease? To in which you’re doing old things in a new and more powerful way.
stop the alarm from ringing, you might want to look at the average
All this said, software is not about magic or religion. Software is
coverage of each room in the same time interval. If this particular about getting things done, preferably in a way that works for the
coverage graph isn’t in your dashboard already, having developers customer and for the development team. Along with event stores,
add it doesn’t really require long hours of work. In the end, it’s just buses, event patterns, and architectures, MementoFX helps in having
about writing another predicate for a LINQ-style query:
things done quickly and effectively.
n
var eventsByWeek = bookingStatuses.GroupBy(b => b.WeekDate).ToList();
foreach (var weekEvents in eventsByWeek)
{
var wr = new WeekActivityReport
{
StartOfWeek = weekEvents.Key,
TotalBookingCreated = weekEvents.Count(),
TotalBookingMoved = weekEvents.Count(b => b.Moved),
TotalBookingDeleted = weekEvents.Count(b => b.Deleted)
};
reports.Add(wr);
}
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JULIE LERMAN

First Look at Azure Search—A Handheld
Walk-Through
I’ve been curious about Azure Search since I first heard about it
from Pablo Castro, who I knew as one of the originators of Entity
Framework and OData. He’s currently a director of engineering
at Microsoft and has always been a true innovator and big-time
data geek. His Medium article on how Azure Search came about
as a startup project at Microsoft is a fascinating read (bit.ly/2gzVFTQ).
Azure Search is a service that lets you use Microsoft’s processing and intelligence to add sophisticated search capabilities to your
own data. The service builds its own search indexes from your
data, keeping its own “copy” of your data on which it can perform
its searches. You can automate Azure Search’s process of updating
the indexes as your data changes and this is even easier if your data
source is an Azure data store such as DocumentDB.
I found it easier to understand the basics of Azure Search by
diving in—so that’s what I’ll do in this article, rather than just
trying to explain. You can create the service and indexes in code
using REST or other APIs such as the .NET Client. But you can
also set things up visually in the Azure Portal, which is where I’ll
begin—creating and querying a free search service in the Azure
Portal with a sample data store. I’ll handhold you through this first
exploration and share with you some of my discoveries. With the
comprehension that this first step provides, you’ll be prepared to
dig further into the services capabilities and begin interacting with
it using the REST API or the .NET Client API.

If you have an MSDN subscription, you already have an Azure
subscription you can use to follow along. We’ll use a free service so
as to not eat up your credits. If you don’t currently have an Azure
subscription, you can quickly set up a free trial at azure.com/free.

Create a New Search Service

After choosing to add a new resource in the Azure Portal, you’ll see
Search within the “Web + Mobile” category, although I find the easiest
path is to just type search in the search box. (That’s awfully meta, isn’t
it?) Setting the service up requires that you provide a service name,
which becomes the first part of its URL. I’ll use thedatafarm, which
gives me the URL thedatafarm.search.windows.net. As with any
resource, you have to choose to add this into an existing resource group
or to create a new one. I don’t have anything else related to my service
yet, so I created a new resource group that I named datafarmsearchgroup in East US. The last bit of info for setting up the resource is to
select a pricing tier. Azure Search has a free pricing tier that’s great for
testing out the service. It allows for 10,000 documents, three indexes,
and 50MB of storage with no scaling. You’re allowed to set up one
free Search Service in your subscription. Be sure you click the Select
button after choosing the Free tier or you’ll get the default Standard.
Guess how I found out about that mistake.
When you click Create, Azure will verify your settings and if
everything checks out, it should take only a few seconds for the
service to be live.
So now you have a service, but
what will you search? On my first
go-round with Azure Search I
spent a lot of time looking for a
search-worthy data set and then
figuring out how to share that data
with my service. It was fun, but in
hindsight, I wish I’d begun with one
of the sample data sets that Azure
Search provides just to get my feet
wet. So that’s what I’ll do here.
Search is performed not on data,
but on indexes of data, and the
indexes are in the form of documents. For us relational database
people, an index is roughly like a
table while a document is akin to an
individual row in a table—a single
Figure 1 Azure Search Already Knows How to Connect to Data Stored in Azure
12 msdn magazine
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the single table in the database. There
are 26 fields, and the grid lets you
define how each field will be involved
in the search, using the options Retrievable, Filterable, Sortable, Facetable and
Searchable. So, as you can already see,
search provides some flexibility beyond
just typing in a search term. Across the
grid are columns to define how the field
will be used in the search. The index
wizard selected some defaults for you.
You might not need to be able to
search on all of the fields. For example,
there are seven description fields, one
in English and each of the others in a
different language. If the application
that’s using this resource will be used
only by people in Quebec, and you plan
to support only French and English
searches, you could delete the other
five fields from the search index. In the
Figure 2 First Few Rows of the Default Index Created from the realestate-us-sample Data portal, you do this by right-clicking on
the field and choosing Delete.
Defining indexes is something that takes some thought and
unit of data. So the first thing to do is create an index of the data
you want to search. The data can come from a variety of resources. planning, but I’ll just go with the selections the importing tool
Creating indexes from data that lives in another Azure service is made. But do take some time to look over the grid to understand
the quickest path, although this is simplest to do with services in what’s being defined. Notice, for example, that the description
the same subscription as the Search. You can point to an existing fields are searchable and retrievable, but not filterable or sortable. In
Azure DocumentDB, an Azure SQL database or a SQL Server that contrast, simple, scalar fields like square feet (sqft) and price are both
lives on an Azure VM. As I’m writing this, Azure Table Storage and sortable and filterable.
Blob Storage support are currently in preview. Azure Search gives
you access to some pre-created sample data. So rather than begin
by clicking the Add index option, choose Import data, which will
also create the first index for you.
In the Import data blade, shown in Figure 1, choose Samples
and then the realestate-us-sample data. Today as I write this article, that’s the only option, but there are more samples coming. You
can see by its icon that this is an Azure SQL Database, so you’ll be
creating an index of documents from the relational data. Search
will transform the data into the structure it needs for indexing.
It’s a three-step process. First, you select the data source, then you
define the index and, finally, you import the data into your index.

For us relational database
people, an index is roughly like
a table while a document is akin
to an individual row in a table—a
single unit of data.

Define an Index

After you select the sample, the portal will present you with a grid
listing all of the fields it discovered in the sample data source. This
is the step where you define your index and, in this case, the service’s wizard has pre-defined the index for you (Figure 2). This is
your only opportunity to fine-tune the index before importing the
data. Redefining an index means re-importing your data, which
may not be desirable in a production environment.
An index against Azure SQL Database or SQL Server can target
only a single table or view. If you’re using a non-relational data store
as your source, Search comprehends the full graphs that are stored
within a particular document or blob. So what you see here is from
14 msdn magazine
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Using an Indexer to Import the Data

Now that the index is defined, you can go ahead and pull in the
data. The index definition will have a huge impact on how the data
is imported. Remember that the data is being pulled into the index
as opposed to an index being applied to the data. The amount of
time this takes will depend on the size, structure and location of the
data, as well as the index definition. For example, indexing seven
different description fields will take more time than indexing only
two of them.
You may already be wondering what happens when the data
in your data source changes. Azure Search has a few mechanisms
for updating the index and in many cases this can be automated
Data Points
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Figure 3 The Indexer Blade in My Search Service Shows the Status of the Data Import

as part of your Azure Search service definition. The rules and
parameters around this change detection and data movement differ depending on the data source. You can learn more about this
in the documentation.
Next, the wizard will ask you to create an indexer. An indexer is a
crawler that reads data from the data source and populates the target
index. It’s what performs the initial indexing, as well as updating the
index either based on a defined schedule or on demand. Because
I’ve chosen an Azure SQL Database data source, the wizard will use
a specially defined indexer that knows how to crawl an Azure SQL
Database. Like every resource, the indexer needs a name. I’ve called
mine defaultindexer, which might not be a best practice in naming,
but got the job done for this demonstration.
When you click OK, the indexing will begin. The portal will
pop up a notification to let you know that it’s started and that you
can watch its progress in the indexer blade. My import happened
so quickly that by the time I looked, it had already completed. In
Figure 3, I’ve scrolled down the page in the blade for thedatafarm
search service. As you can see, the Indexers box is highlighted
and, because I clicked that, the Indexer blade is open to the right,
showing that defaultindexer finished its job, creating 4,959 search
docs from the data source.

button without putting anything
into the Query string field. This
returns all the data, although it will
arrive in pages of 50 at a time. It’s
worth a look because this is an unfamiliar data source. It also gives you
a feel for how the data is structured.
The results begin with a header that
describes the index. The entire array
of documents is wrapped in a “value”
tag and each document begins
with a search score value, and then
each field is listed with its value.

Combining Search with OData Filter and Count

For the second search, let’s stick to pure searching. Enter condominium into the query string field and hit Search. Notice the URI
ends with &search=condominium.
By default, Azure Search will return paged data with 50 documents at a time, but it’s pretty hard to see what you’re getting here.
Let’s add in an OData parameter to ask for the count. Because
you’re now using multiple parameters, you’ll need to specify that
condominium is part of a search. Here’s the query string:
$count=true&search=condominium

Now in the results, shown in Figure 4, after the index description
and before the first value is listed, you can see the count of the results is
399 documents. The search looked in every field that the index defined
for searching and returned a count of every document where it found
the string “condominium” and then the first 50 of those 399 matching
documents. If you scroll to the bottom, you’ll see that there’s a URI to
assist you in retrieving the next 50 documents. This is a pattern you
may recognize if you’ve worked with OData before.
To search the results pane, first make sure your cursor is
somewhere in the results and then use the browser find command
(for example Ctrl+F). A special search box pops up that’s clearly
different from the browser’s search box. Type condominium and

Checking Out the
Searchable Documents

Now the index is ready for searching. The search explorer is a good
way to get a feel for searching, as
well as to test searches directly
before implementing them in your
code. If you’ve ever worked with
OData, you might notice that the
way you express filtering, sorting
and paging uses OData syntax.
Searching itself can be done using
one of two query syntaxes. The
default syntax is referred to as a
simple syntax and the other is the
Lucene query syntax.
For your first search, I recommend just clicking the Search
16 msdn magazine
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Figure 4 The Beginning of a Result Set from a Query with OData $count in the Request; the
Count Is Part of the Results Root
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click through the find results and you’ll see that word pop up in
the description and tag fields, and perhaps in others, as well, but I
only looked at a few.
Remember that some fields were defined in the index to be filter
able. Modify the query to add in a filter for three-bedroom listings;
in other words, where the beds field is three. Filter is an OData
parameter and requires a dollar sign in front of it. Here’s the new
query string using the OData syntax for filtering:
$count=true&search=condominium&$filter=beds eq 3

The count shows we’re down to 73 documents.

Exploring Azure Search Even Further

At this point, I began to have a better idea of how I might want
to define my index, which should be strongly influenced by what
you want your app to accomplish. You may have various apps that
access the same data store but require different capabilities or different data in the results. With Azure Search you can build separate
indexes to satisfy those different needs, and because each index has
its own set of data, the apps will not conflict with each other for
resources, which could degrade performance.
I like to be able to visualize what I’m working with. Starting
my Azure Search education through the portal made it possible
for me to visualize the index, and visualize the results. It also
allowed me to test out queries. With that experience under my belt,
I have more confidence to try Azure Search in an app using the
.NET Client or simply executing queries directly with REST. I can
use my own databases or other sample data. One experiment I’ve
already done was to import data from the public data set shared
by the Cooper-Hewitt Museum at bit.ly/2hrOCej. I uploaded a set of
JSON documents from their objects data set into an Azure DocumentDB, then built a search service and an index from that. After
this project, I discovered that one of the sample applications from
the Azure team had gone in a similar direction using publicly available data from the Tate Gallery. You can play with their demo at
bit.ly/2gxoHQL to witness more of the power of Azure Search, such
as the use of faceted navigation. (Facets are another option to set
up when you define an index.) The sample uses JavaScript and
interacts with Azure Search directly through the URIs, so looking
at the code on GitHub (bit.ly/2gI1ej9) isn’t only educational, but also
an impressive view of how simple your own logic can be because
Azure Search does all of the heavy lifting for you.
I hope this first look at Azure Search will get you over any initial
fear that this is a big, daunting service meant for advanced Azure
experts only. Azure exists to take on the hard stuff so that you don’t
have to, and Azure Search is a great example of this because it takes
care of the hard part of adding search capabilities into your apps. n
J ulie L erman is a Microsoft MVP, .NET mentor and consultant who lives

in the hills of Vermont. You can find her presenting on data access and other
.NET topics at user groups and conferences around the world. She blogs at
thedatafarm.com/blog and is the author of “Programming Entity Framework,” as
well as a Code First and a DbContext edition, all from O’Reilly Media. Follow her
on Twitter: @julielerman and see her Pluralsight courses at juliel.me/PS-Videos.
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Serverless Architecture
with Azure Functions
Joseph Fultz and Darren Brust
From tools to machines to computers, we look for
ways to automate repetitive work and standardize the context
in which we work so that we can focus on high-value specialized
contributions to complete tasks and solve problems. In parallel, it’s
clear that as the IT industry has evolved, we’ve strived to achieve
higher density at every level of a system, from the CPU to the
server farm, in hopes of attaining the highest efficiency output from
our systems. A serverless architecture is the point at which those
two streams converge. It’s the point at which an individual’s effort
is most granularly focused on the specific task and the waste in the
system is at a minimum.
In a serverless world, developers create solutions instead of
infrastructures and monitor execution and not environment health.
Finance pays for time slices, not a mostly idle virtual machine (VM)
This article discusses:
• How serverless designs give more focus to problem solving
• Full systems that can now be created without having to manage
servers
• Azure Functions that provide the serverless compute capability
of a serverless architecture

Technologies discussed:
Azure Functions, Serverless Compute, Platform as a Service,
WebJobs, Serverless Architecture

farm. In Microsoft Azure, there are many consumable services
that can be chained together to form an entire solution. A new key
component of this is Azure Functions, which provides the serverless compute capability in a complete solution ecosystem. In this
article, we’ll explore what it means to have a serverless architecture
and explore Azure Functions tooling.

Serverless Architecture with Azure Functions

There are many definitions for serverless architecture. Despite the
nomenclature, serverless architecture isn’t code that runs without
servers. In fact, servers are still very much required; you just don’t
have to think about them. You might think it’s the next iteration
of Platform as a Service (PaaS), and while close, it’s not really that,
either. So what, exactly, is it? Fundamentally, serverless architecture is the next evolution of cloud services, built on top of PaaS,
abstracting away VMs, application frameworks, and external
dependencies via bindings so that developers can focus simply on
the code to implement business logic.
It’s prudent to discuss the typical properties of Azure Functions
and serverless architectures. Azure Functions provides the serverless
compute component of a serverless architecture. As shown in Figure 1, Azure Functions builds on top of Azure App Service and the
WebJobs SDK, adding a bit of extra magic to host and run the Azure
Function code and provide some niceties such as runtime binding.
Thus, all the benefits you get by using Azure App Service are there
and can be found just below the services in the settings. Additionally,
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it also means that the WebJobs SDK can be used locally to create a
local runtime environment. While not an architectural benefit, Azure
Functions is a polyglot platform that supports a variety of languages,
including Node.js, C#, PhP, Python and even Windows PowerShell.
Runtimes and dependencies are handled by the platform. This is an
advantage for those working in mixed environments as it lets teams
with differing preferences and skills leverage the same platform for
building and delivering functionality. Using Azure Functions as the
serverless compute component of a serverless architecture provides
several key benefits:
• Reduced time to market: Because the underlying infrastructure is managed by the platform, developers are free to
focus on application code that implements business logic.
Azure Functions might be considered a further decomposition of microservices to nanoservices. Both paradigms
provide a boon to the development process as development,
testing and deployment activities are narrowly focused on
a small bit of functionality that’s managed separately from
other related, but discrete services.
•L
 ower total cost of ownership: Because there’s infrastructure or OSes to maintain, developers can focus on providing
value to the business. Additionally, the investment needed
for DevOps and maintenance is significantly simplified
and reduced.
•P
 ay per execution: A key cost savings is typically found by
only paying for the consumed cycles in conjunction with
increasing the functional density of the compute resources used.
As for your approach when building using Azure Functions, a
key to realizing the full value is to write only the smallest unit of
logic to do a single scope of work and to keep the dependencies
to a minimum. When working with Azure Functions, it’s best to
keep to these practices:
• A n Azure Function should be single purpose in nature.
Think of them as short, concise statements rather than
compound sentences.
• Operations are idempotent in nature. That means that the
resulting state of the system from a call to an API endpoint will be
unchanged if called subsequent times with the same parameters.
• Keep execution times brief. The goal should be to receive
input, perform the desired operations and get the results to
the downstream consumers. For long-running processes, you
might consider Azure WebJobs or even hosting the service
in Azure Service Fabric.
• In an attempt to keep the overall complexity low and execution quick, it’s best to minimize internal dependencies. Adding
too much runtime weight will slow initial load times and add
complexity to the system.
• External integration through input and out bindings. Some
common guidance given for high-performance sites is to
write stateless services. This helps by not complicating or
slowing a service to keep, serialize, and deserialize runtime state, as well as simplifying debugging efforts because
you don’t have to discover and attempt to reproduce state
to figure out what happened; in stateless it’s just a matter of
passing the parameter values back through.
msdnmagazine.com
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Figure 1 Azure Functions Architecture

Properties of serverless architecture include the following:
• The unit of work in a serverless architecture takes the form
of a stateless function invoked by events.
• Scaling, capacity and infrastructure management is provided
as a service.
• Execution-based billing model where you only pay for the
time your code is running.

Azure Functions provides the
serverless compute component
of a serverless architecture.
Some challenges of serverless architecture include the following:
• Complexity: While serverless architecture simplifies many
things for the developer, the platform abstractions require you
to rethink the way in which you build applications. Managing a
monolithic application as a single unit is more straightforward
than managing a fleet of purpose-built functions and the dependencies between them. This is where capabilities such as those
provided by Azure API Management come into play, giving you
a way to create a consistent outward facing namespace that tie
together all of the discretely defined and managed functions.
• Tooling: Being relatively new, the tools to write, debug and
test functions are still under development. As of this writing, they’re currently in preview, but Visual Studio 2017 will
have the tooling built-in. Also, management and monitoring
tools are still evolving, but there’s a basic interface for Azure
Functions where you can see requests, success, errors and
request-response details. There’s plenty of work to do when
it comes to tying in the platform with application monitoring tools and the Azure Functions team is working to grow
and evolve such support.
• Organizational Support: It’s a non-trivial consideration
for some to move to a serverless paradigm. Many organizations are challenged to move to fully automated continuous
February 2017 19
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Figure 2 Traditional Technical Architecture

integration (CI)/continuous delivery (CD) pipeline and
microservices architecture. The move to a serverless design
can add to those difficulties as it’ll often challenge current
standards and require educating resources on what’s available, how to tie it together and how to manage it.
• No Runtime Optimization: In a traditional design, you might
optimize the execution environment to the workload, changing
the type and amount for things such as RAM, swap, disk and
network connectivity. With Azure Functions, only minimal
changes can be made, such as which storage account to use.

Traditional Architecture vs. Serverless Architecture

A typical set of design artifacts for a system includes a logical
design, technical design and software architecture. The logical
design typically defines the capabilities of a system and what it does,
whereas the technical design typically defines what the system is.
As you move to a serverless architecture, you become more concerned about what a system does more so than what it is. In many
IT shops you might find more architecture diagrams that look
something like Figure 2.
This type of artifact is particularly important to the folks in hosting,
networking, and the DBA group as they need to know what to provision and configure. However, in a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
environment, you’re focused on the functional properties and you
leave provisioning details to the platform having only to define the
configuration of the PaaS services itself. The details about your
input into the configuration will be kept in templates and all of the
conversations you have are focused on capabilities, integration,
and functionality instead of discussions about what are the optimal amounts in RAM, CPUs, and disk.
The result diagrams might be a bit closer to what you typically
see in a logical diagram as is depicted in Figure 3. Such diagrams
can start to focus on function parts and how they tie together,
instead of the focus being on the configuration of application
hosts. This simplification of message and clarification of purpose
will help not only in technical discussions about intent and implementation, but will inevitably help convey the value of a system to a
more non-technical office as the focus turns from what the system
is to a discussion about what it does for someone.

Azure Functions in Action

The Azure IoT platform provides a rich set of services to support
the collection and analysis of data. Our example entails an existing
IoT implementation built to collect vehicle telemetry and store
it in the cloud, with basic analytic functionality. We now want to
20 msdn magazine
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explore adding new capabilities to
the solution, such as being able to
query the data in real time in order
to find the closest vehicle to a given
location. You might use this type
of functionality in a free-floating
car-sharing program or even to find
your car in a parking lot.
We must note some caveats in
this example implementation as
we’re purposefully taking some shortcuts in order to demonstrate
the tools and platform. First, we’re working directly with a single
partition DocumentDB. In a more prime-time implementation we
would have at minimum sharded the DocumentDB based on the
expected volume of data, but we might have also chosen to do other
things, such as adding Azure Redis Cache and Azure Elastic Search
as the means for optimizing some of the read paths. Second, since
the current DocumentDB API would require a bit more client-side
processing to get to the records that we want to compare, we’ve taken
the shortcut of just asking for the top 100 records. Partitioning and
search capabilities would be a more typical path to find the records
needed in a large set. In any case, you’d still use the function to find
the potential records and then compare them to the given location
and return the closest vehicle out of the set.

Creating the Function

At the time of this writing, the Visual Studio tooling isn’t available
to help speed the development process. To that end, we’ll start by
creating the Azure Function via the portal interface. After you start
the Azure Functions creation in the Azure portal, you’ll be presented
with the blade to set a few settings for your function. Note the
options for the App Service plan selection: Consumption Plan and
App Service Plan. Choosing between these two seems like the simplest of choices, but in reality you’re being presented with choosing
between the old style of managing resources and the idealistic goals
of a serverless architecture. In choosing App Service Plan, you must
make guesses about how much processing power is needed. If you
choose too much, you’re paying for resources that you’re not using,
but choose too little and you might have issues with your implementation that ultimately impacts your customers and your bottom
line. Choosing Consumption Plan is the preferred style as it leaves
the scaling up and down to the system and you, as the consumer,
pay for as much or as little as your app consumes.
.../api/telemetry
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Figure 4 Input Binding Configuration

Your final step is to actually create the function itself. You’re
going to start with the WebHook premade function using C#. This
will preconfigure a Trigger to prosecute the function based on
receiving an HTTP request. By selecting the Integrate item on the
left menu, several options can be chosen as a matter of configuration for Trigger, Input and Ouput. The Trigger selection page has
some useful information on it, including information about the
WebHook bindings, information about how to use the API keys,
and some sample code for calling the WebHook from both C# and
Node.js. Once presented with the dialog, you’ll configure the Input
and the Output bindings, as shown in Figure 4.
While you can include libraries and adapters to make calls to
external systems, the system works via Bindings and has first-class
support for many data sources such as EventHubs and DocumentDB.
The development experience is enhanced through the Bindings
infrastructure that’s part of Azure Functions. Bindings abstract the
actual target software infrastructure (DocumentDB, EventHubs,
Storage and so on), letting the developer code to the parameter
representing the target, while remaining flexible because the target
can be changed by changing the configuration. Here, you’ve configured it to talk to the source DocumentDB. From that configuration
you’ll be able to write code directly against the DocumentDB client

Figure 5 Editing Function Code
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within the function and you
won’t have to make the connection yourself. Note the document
parameter name: inputDocument.
That’s the variable that’s passed into
the function you’ll use to make calls
to the DocumentDB.
Here, the output options can
be seen and include a number of
storage, queuing and other external
systems. All of the items that can
be selected and configured through
the UI can be accessed later via the
function app Settings UI and can
be configured as part of a template or through the programmatic
interfaces. You’re simply returning the JSON result over HTTP to
the caller. Because the HTTP(res) is already set for Output with
an output parameter defined, you’ll accept it as is.

Developing the Code

Once Develop is selected in the left menu, you’re presented with
an online editor. This is good for quick iterative changes and seeing
your log in real time, and it gives you an interface for triggering the
WebHook Function. Tooling is underway for both Visual Studio
and Visual Studio Code that will give a richer experience. If you’re
working with Azure Functions today, you’d want to use an IDE,
and Visual Studio easily connects to the Function App through
the Server Explorer.
There are a few things you need to do in editing the files. Right
below the Code window there’s a link for View Files. Open the File
Explorer directly to the right of the Code window. First, you’ll need
the DocumentDB client. There are a number of libraries that are
automatically available to be referenced by using the #r directive
at the top. The list of those libraries, as well as a number of other
pieces of developer information, can be found in the online developer reference at bit.ly/2gaWT9x. For example, you’ll need access to
the DocumetDB client objects because there’s first-class support for
DocumentDB there. You’ll simply
add the #r directive for that assembly at the top of the file. If a library
that you need isn’t included, say
one you maintain and publish to
NuGet, it can be added to a project.
json file (package.json in Node.js).
At this point you’re ready to edit
the run.csx file, which will hold all
of your code. To do this you’ll edit it
directly in the online IDE for Azure
Functions, as shown in Figure 5.
Starting with the template code,
first add your own custom external
library to the function, as it contains the code for the haversine
function. If you have custom classes
Azure
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Figure 6 Last Known Location for Distinct Vins
HashSet<string> seen = new HashSet<string>();
foreach(dynamic doc in telemDocs){
if(seen.Add(doc.vin)){
// Calculate the distance
if (doc.location != null) {
doc.distance =
Haversine.CalculateDistance(double.Parse(currentLong),
double.Parse(currentLat), double.Parse(
doc.location.lon.ToString()),
double.Parse(doc.location.lat.ToString()));
lastKnownLocations.Add(doc);
}
else{
// Location is null, so we won't take this
// record as last known location
seen.Remove(doc.vin);
}
}
}

or functions that aren’t too large and are specific to the function,
you can add them directly into the run.csx file. However, if you
have reusable pieces, you’ll want to go a different route and include
their compiled version in a \bin folder or reference them as NuGet
packages via the project.json file and reference the library with #r.
Alternately, you could place the code into a different .csx file and
use the #load directive.
You need a couple of functions to help determine the distance
between the vehicles for which you’re checking proximity and the
point they passed into the function. It’s been a while since school
days and it turns out that you don’t regularly need a haversine formula. Wikipedia provides a good reference for it at bit.ly/2gCWrgb and

we borrowed the C# function from bit.ly/2gD26mK and made a few
changes. We’ve created the necessary functions as static members
of a haversine class:
Namespace SphericalDistanceLib
{
public class Haversine
{
public static double CalculateDistance(
double currentLong, double currentLat,
double vehicleLong, double vehicleLat){…}

}

}

public static double ToRadians(double degrees){...}

The code is compiled and then uploaded into a bin folder relative to the root folder of the function. In our case the path is
FindNearVehicle/bin, but the bin folder must be created as it’s not
there by default. With that bit of setup completed, you turn your
focus to the code you need. At the top of the function you’ll need
to ensure that you’re referencing any libraries you need. In particular, you need the DocumentDB client object types, Newtonsoft,
and the custom library that was uploaded to the /bin folder. These
get added at the top of the file using the #r directive:
#r "Microsoft.Azure.Documents.Client"
#r "Newtonsoft.Json"
#r "SphericalDistanceLib.dll"

As previously noted, you’ll grab the last 100 records based on the
created_at timestamp field. DocumentDB has a nice SQL syntax
that makes that pretty easy:
IQueryable<Document> telemDocs = inputDocument.CreateDocumentQuery<Document>(
UriFactory.CreateDocumentCollectionUri(dbName, collectionName),
new SqlQuerySpec("SELECT TOP 100 c.vehicle.vin, c.vehicle.model,
c.location FROM c ORDER BY c.created_at DESC"), queryOptions);

You’re using the Document type, which eases things a bit, because
you’ll cast it to a Dynamic type to add properties to the object easily.
The SQL is passed in the form of a SqlQuerySpec and you’ll project
only the vin, model and location into your object. At this point you
have to iterate the list of documents, calculate the distance using
the haversine function in the external library, and determine the
nearest one and return it. However, it gets a little tricky.
You need to keep track of all of the vins you’ve seen, because
you only want the latest location record for that vin. Because you’ll
have ordered it in descending order, the first document is the last
document you’ve received. You’ll check the vin for null, because
you’re looking at vehicles that are being driven and if there’s a null
in the vin, you can assume that the document is invalid. If the element has a non-null value, you’ll simply attempt to add the vin to
a HashSet. If it’s unique to the list, the addition will succeed, but if
not, it’ll fail and you know that you have the most recent record for
that vehicle already in the list, as shown in Figure 6.
You add the entire document to the lastKnownLocations list,
making it easy to turn around and query out the first document
based on ordering by the least distance value:
var nearestVehicle = lastKnownLocations.OrderBy(x => ((dynamic)x).distance).First();
return currentLat == null || currentLong == null
? req.CreateResponse(HttpStatusCode.BadRequest,
"Please pass a lat and lon on the query string or in the request body")
: req.CreateResponse(HttpStatusCode.OK, nearestVehicle);

Figure 7 Testing a Function
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The first document in the ordered list can be returned, as seen
in the last line, where a null param check is also handled, and the
serialization of the document is handled for you.
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Running the Example

The last step of this is to see it in action. At the top right of the
development view there’s a link with a flask icon attached to it
labeled Test. Clicking this will open the testing UI, as shown
in Figure 7. Within it you can change the HTTP method, add
parameters, add headers and set the body to be passed to the
selected HTTP method. We typically use Postman when we’re
doing a lot of this work, because we have a library of tests. However,
the built-in testing facilities for HTTP functions are excellent and
immediately available for quick iterative work.
We’ve grabbed the latitude and longitude and formatted it into
the expected JSON format in the Run window. Once Run is clicked,
any output from calls to the log object and general log output can
be seen in the Logs window with the output and the status seen
on the bottom right in the Output window. Taking note of the
timing on the log output it looks like it took around 250 ms for our
function to run. That’s well within the execution model for which
we’re striving with Azure Functions: singlepurpose and relatively
short execution times. Pulling the content out of the Output window and formatting it, we can see a lot more clearly that we have
the vehicle, the timestamp when the location was recorded, the
location and the distance:
{

}

"vin": "wmwrxxxxxxxx54251",
"model": "Cooper Hardtop",
"location": {
"lat": 30.4xxxxxx,
"lon": -97.8xxxxxx,
"accuracy_m": 22.505,
"ts": 1473116792970
},
"distance": 13.552438042837085

When we did the distance calculation we gave the circumference
of the Earth in kilometers, so the distance that’s represented in the
return is about 13.6 km.

Azure Functions turns the
focus to the value of the code
and away from managing
infrastructure.
Wrapping Up

In the example, we used a mixture of online tools to develop and
prosecute Azure Functions, but a more realistic approach for a
development team would be to develop locally and set up continuous integration and deployment via a Git repo. Using the
WebJobs.Script and WebJobs SDK, you can set up the ability to
develop and run Azure Functions locally. A good walk-through of
how to do that can be found at bit.ly/2hhUCt2. You’ll also find there
are a number of different sources that can be configured as the
source for deployments.
Azure Functions is the new kid on the block in the Azure platform. It’s a key ingredient of serverless compute that’s needed
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The Shift to Serverless Compute
Serverless compute represents a fundamental paradigm
shift in how we think about cloud computing and building
applications for the cloud. Serverless computing provides
developers with a completely abstracted and infinitely scalable
environment to execute their code and provides a payment
model that is purely focused on code execution.
Serverless compute can be looked at as the next step in the
evolution of Platform as a Service (PaaS). It fulfils the PaaS promise
of abstracting the application infrastructure from the code and
providing auto-scale capabilities. The major differentiator for
serverless is the per-execution pricing model (rather than paying
for the time the code is hosted) and instant, unlimited scale.
Serverless compute provides a fully managed compute experience
(zero administrative tasks), instant unlimited scale (zero scale
configurations) and reacts to events (real-time processing). This
enables developers to develop a new class of applications that
scale by design and, ultimately, are more resilient.
Developers building serverless applications use serverless
compute like Azure Functions, but also use an ever growing
number of fully managed Azure or third-party services to
compose working end-to-end serverless solutions. Developers
today can easily set up and run complete serverless architectures
that scale with ease, by design and at little cost. Developers
also are free from the burden of managing and monitoring
infrastructure; they can focus on their business logic and solve
problems related to the business and not to the maintenance
of the infrastructure running their code.
Serverless is here to change the way we think about building
applications and is here to stay for a long time. Join the
conversation at bit.ly/2hhP41O and at bit.ly/2gcbPzr. Submit
feature requests to bit.ly/2hhY3jq and reach out to us on Twitter:
@Azure with the hashtag #AzureFunctions.
—Yochay Kiriaty
to achieve the benefits of a cloud PaaS implementation. Azure
Functions turns the focus to the value of the code and away from
managing infrastructure. The platform, tools support, and language
support continues to evolve, but it already supports a number of
languages and can be tied into your CI/CD pipeline. More information can be found at bit.ly/2h7lo4C. If you’re not already working
with Azure Functions, you should give it a try. You can get started
at bit.ly/2glBJnC.
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Inside the Azure App
Service Architecture
Yochay Kiriaty and Stefan Schackow
Azure App Service is considered an excellent Platform as a

Service (PaaS), offering an application platform for developers to
build Web, mobile and API applications. Its offerings range from
simple marketing and digital presence applications to scalable
e-commerce solutions and hyper-scale, customizable applications.
App Service is fully managed, which means no administrative
tasks are required to manage underlining compute infrastructures
(servers) on which your applications run. You don’t need to worry
about the underlining server maintenance as the platform patches
the OS and frameworks for you. Your application runs on virtualized servers, but you should only care for setting the maximum
number of server instances on which you want your application
to run. The platform handles scaling when your application needs
This article discusses:
• Azure App Service scale units, the logical “building blocks”
of the service
• What is an App Service Plan and best practices for scaling App
Service Plans
• Using per-app scaling to increase application hosting density
• Best practices for optimizing usage of outbound network
connections

Technologies discussed:
Azure App Service, App Service Plans, Per-Application Scaling,
Deployment Slots, Outbound Network Port Usage

additional compute resources and, at the same time, it handles the
load balance traffic across multiple instances of your application.
While the App Service team is doing its best to hide any underlining implementation details, it’s good to be aware of how things
work under the cover. This article covers the basic internal architecture of App Service (how the service is built and operates) and
offers a few best practices for certain scenarios.

Global and Geo-Distributed Architecture

Cloud computing quickly scales and has endless capacity. Cloud
scale can be explained as looking on a computer screen. Look from
afar and you see a clear and smooth picture; when you take a closer
look, you notice the image on the screen is comprised of many
little pixels. The cloud, like an image, is comprised of many servers.
App Service clusters bunches of servers into a single unit called a
“scale unit” (or a “stamp”). There are many such scale units across
the globe in Azure datacenters.
As part of Azure, App Service has a global footprint. In every
Azure-supported region, you’ll find App Service scale units running
customers’ workloads (applications) and sets of regional control units.
Control units are transparent to the customer (until they malfunction) and considered part of the platform. There’s one special
control unit that’s being used as a gateway for all management API
calls. For example, when a customer makes a request to create a new
application, either through the portal, command-line interface or
directly through the Azure REST API, the request is routed to a
central Azure endpoint (management.azure.com). The Azure Resource
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Manager, or ARM (bit.ly/2i6UD07), lets you work with different Azure
resources in your application as a single group. The API defined
by ARM lets you manage Azure resources. ARM doesn’t actually
manage individual resources. Each service in Azure has its own
management API implementation that is proxied by ARM. In the
case of App Service, ARM forwards any App Service API calls to
App Service Geo-Master.
The Geo-Master has context about all scale units worldwide.
For example, when you create a new App Service application (or
Web site), Geo-Master finds the most suitable scale unit for your
application and then forwards the create request to the appropriate scale unit. The scale unit is now tasked with provisioning a new
app and allocating any required resources. Figure 1 shows the flow
of creating a new app.
Here’s the process to create a new app:
1. U
 ser makes a request to create a new site.
2. ARM makes sure user has access to the resource to allow
the given operation (create in this case) and forwards the
requests to App Service Geo-Master.
3. Geo-Master finds the best suitable scale unit for the user’s
request and forwards the request.
4. Th
 e scale unit creates the new application.
5. G
 eo-Master reports success on the create request.
While it’s important to understand that App Service has many
scale units, your application usually runs within a single App
Service scale unit. Even when using Azure Traffic Manager to run
in multiple regions, your application runs in two or more separate
scale units. However, from the individual scale unit point of view,
your app is constrained to a single scale unit.

What Is an App Service Scale Unit?

An App Service scale unit is a collection of servers that host and
run your applications. A typical scale unit can have more than 1,000
servers. The clustering of servers enables economy of scale and

West US

3
2
Azure Resource Manager
https://management.azure.com/

Scale Unit
Geo-Master
Scale Unit

1
UK West

Scale Unit

UK West

4

Scale Unit

Figure 1 Global Distribution of App Service Scale Units
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reuse of shared infrastructure. The fundamental building block
of App Service scale unit is an Azure Cloud Service deployment
(remember, App Service first released as a preview in June 2012).
Any given scale unit is autonomous and can operate on its own.

Scale Unit Main Building Blocks

The main functionality of scale unit is to host and run customer
applications. Applications run on Windows servers and are referred
to as Web Workers or Workers for short. The majority of servers
in a given scale unit are Workers. However, a unit of scale includes
several additional support servers required to achieve the functionality provided by App Service. Support servers have roles and each
role is deployed on multiple instances for redundancy and scale.

Front End

The front end is a layer seven-load balancer, acting as a proxy, distributing incoming HTTP requests between different applications and
their respective Workers. Currently, the App Service load-balancing
algorithm is a simple round robin between a set of servers allocated
for a given application.

Web Workers

Workers are the backbone of the App Service scale unit. They run
your applications.
With App Service, you can choose how you want to run your
application. You can select running your application on shared or
dedicated servers. You do so by selecting an App Service Plan. An
App Service Plan defines a set of capabilities, features and server allocations. A Shared Worker hosts applications from multiple different
customers where Dedicated Workers are guaranteed to run one or
more applications of a single customer. There are several dedicated
server types and sizes from which you can choose. The larger the
server size, the more CPU and memory resources are available for
allocated applications. The App Service Plan defines the amount of
pre-allocated servers for your application.
An App Service scale unit has several pools of
Workers pre-provisioned and ready to host your
applications, as illustrated in Figure 2, Section
1. When you define your dedicated App Service
Scale Unit
Plan to a size of two servers, App Service allocates
two servers, as illustrated in Figure 2, Section 2.
Next, when you scale out your App Service Plan—
for example, adding two more Workers—available
Workers are allocated from a pool of ready-to-go
Workers, as illustrated in Figure 2, Section 3 .
Because Workers are already pre-provisioned and
warm, all that needs to happen is for your appliScale Unit
cation to get deployed on the Worker. Once the
app is deployed, the Worker is inserted into the
rotation and the front end can allocate traffic to
it. This whole process usually takes a few seconds.
Figure 2, Section 4 shows multiple App Service
Plans, identified as multi-colored rectangles, each
representing an App Service Plan that can belong
to multiple customers.
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File Servers
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Any app needs storage to hold content such as HTML, .js files, images,
or code files, and any other content
required for the application to work.
A file server mounts Azure Storage
blobs and exposes them as network
drives to the Worker. A Worker, in
return, maps such network drives
Dedicated Worker Pool Size N
as local, allowing any application Dedicated Worker Pool Size N Dedicated Worker Pool Size N
running on any given Worker to
Figure 2 Server Application Process in App Service Scale Unit
use the “local” drive, just like you
would expect if the application were
running on a server using its local disk. Any file-related read/write roles in a given unit of scale. It abstracts the data layer (SQL Database)
operation performed by the application passes through a file server. from the rest of the roles, improving scale and performance, as well
as simplifying software development and maintenance.

API Controllers

API controllers can be viewed as an extension to App Service
Geo-Master. While the Geo-Master is aware of all App Service
applications across all scale units, it’s the API controller that actually
performs the management operation that affects your applications.
Geo-Master delegates API fulfilment to a given scale unit via the
API controllers. For example, when Geo-Master passes an API
call to create a new application, the API controller orchestrates the
required steps to create the application at the scale unit. When you
use the Azure portal to reset your application, it’s the API controller that notifies all Web Workers currently allocated to your
application to restart your app.

Publishers

Azure App Service supports FTP access to any application. Because
app content is stored in Azure Storage blobs and mapped by file
servers, App Service has a Publisher role to expose FTP functionality. The Publisher role lets customers use FTP to access their
application content and logs.
It’s important to note that there are many other ways to deploy
applications other than FTP. One of the common deployment
methods is Web Deploy (from Visual Studio) or any of the supported Continues Deployment options such as Visual Studio
Release Manager or GitHub.

SQL Azure

Each App Service scale unit uses Azure SQL Database to persist
application metadata. Each application that’s assigned to a given
unit of scale has a representation in a SQL Database. The SQL Data
base is also used to hold runtime information about applications.

Data Role

All roles require data found in the database to operate. As examples:
a Web Worker needs site configuration information when launching
an app; front ends need to know which servers are assigned to run a
specific application in order to correctly forward HTTP requests to
the appropriate servers; and controllers read and update data from
the database based on API calls made by customers. The data role
can be described as a cache layer between SQL Database and all other
28 msdn magazine
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Less-Than-Obvious Best Practices

Now that you know how Azure App Service is built, we’ll review several tips and tricks from the App Service team. These are hands-on
lessons learned by App Service engineering teams from numerus
customer engagements.

Controlling Density

A majority of customers run a low number (less than 10) of applications per App Service Plan. However, there are many scenarios
where customers are running many more applications. It’s important to prevent accidentally over saturating the compute capacity
of the underlying servers.
Let’s start with the basic hierarchy of applications and their compute resources. There are two Web apps and one mobile back-end app
associated with this App Service Plan. The plan is set to two servers.
By default, all applications contained in a given App Service
Plan run on all the available compute resources (servers) allocated
to that Service Plan. All three applications run on both servers.
In the simple case where an App Service Plan has a single server,
it’s simple to understand: All of the applications in the App Service
Plan run on a single server.
It’s somewhat less intuitive as to what happens when there are
multiple compute resources allocated to your App Service Plan. As
an example, if a single App Service Plan has 10 compute resources,
then every app in the application service will run on every compute resource. If there are 50 applications in the App Service Plan,
all 50 will be running on the first server, and the same 50 will be
running on the second server, and so on, to the 10th server, which
will also be running all 50 apps.
For some scenarios, where your application requires a lot of
compute resources, usually to handle an increase in incoming
HTTP requests, you’ll want to have your application running on all
available servers. However, sometimes this is an unintended consequence that occurs when an App Service Plan is scaled out from
one server to many. If an App Service Plan is under CPU and/or
memory pressure due to a large number of applications running in
it, increasing the number of servers in that App Service Plan won’t
address the problem.
Azure
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Instead, consider the traffic distribution for each application
and separate the long tail of low-volume apps into a separate App
Service Plan. Consider running high-volume apps in separate App
Service Plans. Using the 50 app example earlier, after analyzing
traffic patterns you might end up with the following allocation to
App Service Plans and compute resources:
• 40 low-volume applications remain in a single App Service
Plan running on one compute resource.
• Five mid-to-low volume applications use a second App
Service Plan running on one compute resource.
• The remaining five applications are found to have high-
volume usage. Each application is deployed onto a separate
App Service Plan. An auto-scale rule is set on each App Service Plan to use a minimum of one compute resource, with
rules to scale in/out based on CPU and memory utilization.
The net result of this approach is that the 50 apps use seven
compute resources at a minimum, with the five high-volume
applications each having the necessary headroom to independ
ently scale out on-demand based on load.

Per-App Scaling

Another alternative for running large numbers of applications in a
more efficient manner is to use the per-app scaling feature of Azure
App Service. The document at bit.ly/2iQUm1S covers per-app scaling
in detail. Per-App scaling lets you control the maximum number
of servers allocated to a given application, and you can do so per
application. In this case, an application will run on the defined maximum number of servers and not on all available servers.
Using the earlier 50 app example, with per-app scaling enabled
for the App Service Plan, all 50 apps can be assigned to the same
App Service Plan. Then, the scaling characteristics of individual
apps can be modified:
• 40 low-volume applications set to run on a maximum of a
single server each.
• Five mid- to low-volume applications set to run on a
maximum of two servers each.
• Five remaining high-volume applications set to run on a
maximum of 10 servers.
The underlying App Service Plan can start out with a minimum
of five servers. And then auto-scale rules can be set to scale out as
needed based on memory pressure vs. CPU.
Azure App Service will automatically handle assignment of
applications to compute resources. The service will also automatically

Scale Unit Components
It might seem as if scale unit components are highly
dependent on each other. However, by design, they’re loosely
coupled. An application that’s currently running (actively serving
HTTP traffic) on a given Web Worker can continue to serve HTTP
traffic even if other roles in the scale unit are malfunctioning.
For example, a publisher not working properly might hinder
FTP access, but that doesn’t affect an application’s HTTP traffic or
other deployment options. If the controller has a bug preventing
creation of new applications, it doesn’t mean apps already
assigned to the scale unit stop working.
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handle constraining the maximum number of running application
instances based on the number of Workers setting for each individual application. As a result, increasing the numbers of Workers in
the App Service Plan will not result in 50 app instances spinning
up on each new available virtual machine.
To summarize, per-app scaling “packs” applications onto the under
lying servers associated with an App Service Plan. Per-app scaling does
not result in every application running on every compute resource
associated with an App Service Plan as described earlier.

Application Slots

App Service has a feature called “deployment slots” (bit.ly/2iJzv3f). In a
nutshell, a deployment slot enables you to have another application
(slot) other than your production app. It’s another application that
you can use to test new code prior to swapping into production.
Application slots is among the most used feature in App Service.
However, it’s important to understand that each application slot is
also an application in its own right. This means application slots
can have custom domains associated with them, different SSL
certificates, different application settings and so on. It also means
the assignment of an application slot to an App Service Plan can
be managed separately from the App Service Plan associated with
the main production slot.
By default, each application slot is created in the same App Service
Plan as the production slot. For low-volume applications, and/or
applications with low CPU/memory utilization, this approach is fine.
However, because all applications in an App Service Plan run on
the same servers, this means by default all of an Application’s Slots
are running on the exact same underlying server as production.
This can lead to problems such as CPU or memory constraints if
you decide to run stress tests against non-production slots, which
run on the same server as your production application slot.
If resource competition is scoped just to scenarios such as running load tests, then temporarily moving a slot to a different App
Service Plan, with its own set of servers, will do the following:
• Create additional App Service Plan for the non-production
slots. Important note: Each App Service Plan needs to be in
the same resource group and same region as the production
slot’s App Service Plan.
• Move a non-production slot to a different App Service Plan
and, thus, a separate pool of compute resources.
• Carry out resource-intensive (or risky) tasks while running
in the separate App Service Plan. For example, load tests
can be run against a non-production slot without negatively
impacting the production slot because there won’t be any
resource contention.
• When the non-production slot is ready to be swapped into
production, move it back to the same App Service Plan running the production slot. Then the slot swap operation can
be carried out.

Deploying to Production with No Downtime

You have a successful application running on an App Service Plan
and you have a great team to make updates to your application on
a daily basis. In this case, you don’t want to deploy bits directly into
Azure
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production. You want to control the deployment and minimize
downtime. For that you can use your application slots. Set your
deployment to the “pre-production” slot, which can be configured
with production setting, and deploy your latest code. You can now
safely test your app. Once you’re satisfied, you can swap the new
bits into production. The swap operation doesn’t restart your
application and in return the Controller notifies the front-end load
balancer to redirect traffic to the latest slots.
Some applications need to warm up before they can safely handle production load—for example, if your application needs to
load data into cache, or for a .NET application to allow the .NET
runtime to JIT your assemblies. In this case, you’ll also want to use
application slots to warm up your application prior to swapping
it into production.
We often see customers having a pre-production slot that’s used
to both test and warm up the application. You can use Continuous
Deployment tools such as Visual Studio Release Manager to set up
a pipeline for your code to get deployed into pre-production slots,
run test for verification and warm all required paths in your app
prior to swapping it into production.

Scale Unit Network Configuration

The App Service scale unit is deployed on Cloud Service. As such,
it implies some network configuration and functionality that you
might become familiar with to fully understand any network
effects on your apps.
The scale unit has a single Virtual IP (VIP) address exposed to
the world. All applications allocated to a given unit of scale are serviced through this VIP. The VIP is the representation of the Cloud
Service on which the App Service scale unit is deployed.
App Service applications only serve HTTP (port 80) and HTTPS
(port 443) traffic. Each App Service application has default built-in
HTTPS support for the azurewebsites.net domain name. App Service
supports both Server Name Indication (SNI) and IP-based Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) certificates. In the case of IP-based SSL, a given
application is allocated a dedicated IP address for only inbound
traffic, which is associated with the Cloud Service deployment.
Please note: Front ends terminate SSL connection for all HTTPS
requests for all applications and any type of certificate. The front
end then forwards the request to the designated worker for a
given application.

Public VIP

By default, there’s a single public VIP for all inbound HTTP traffic.
Any app is addressable to a single VIP. If you have an app on App
Service, try running nslookup command (from Windows or
PowerShell console) and see the result. Here’s an example:
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7

PS C:\> nslookup awesomewebapp.azurewebsites.net
Server: UnKnown
Address: 10.221.0.3
Non-authoritative answer:
Name:
waws-prod-bay-001.cloudapp.net
Address: 168.62.20.37
Aliases: awesomewebapp.azurewebsites.net

Here’s a review of the output of awesomewebapp.azurewebsites.net:
• Line #1 runs an nslookup querying resolution for
awseomwebapp.azurewebsites.net.
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• Line #5 shows the domain name of the scale unit running
awseomwebapp app. You’ll notice that an App Service scale
unit is deployed on Azure Cloud Service (by the cloudapp.net
suffix). WAWS stands for Windows Azure (when Azure
was still called Windows) Web sites (the original name of
App Service).
• Line #6 shows the VIP of the scale unit. All the applications
that are hosted and running on waws-prod-bay-001 (Line
#5) are addressable on the public VIP designated.
• Line #7 shows all domain aliases mapped to the same
IP address.

Outbound VIPs

Most likely your application is connected to other Azure and nonAzure services. As such, your application makes outbound network
calls to endpoints not on the scale unit of your application. This
includes calling out to Azure services such as SQL Database and
Azure Storage. There are up to five VIPs (the one public VIP and
four outbound dedicated VIPs) used for outbound communication.
You can’t choose which VIP your app uses, and all outbound calls
from all apps in scale unit are using the five allocated VIPs. If your
application uses a service that requires you to whitelist IPs that are
allowed to make API calls into such a service, you’ll need to register all five VIPs of the scale unit. To view which IPs are allocated to
outbound VIPs for a given unit of scale (or for your app from your
perspective) go to the Azure portal, as shown in Figure 3.
If you’re looking for a dedicated set of inbound and outbound
IPs, you can explore this by using a fully isolated and dedicated
App Service Environment at bit.ly/2hVRSlR.

IP and SNI SSL

App Service supports IP-based SSL certificates. When using IP-SSL,
App Service allocates to your application a dedicated IP address
for only in-bound HTTP traffic.
Unlike the rest of Azure dedicated IP addresses, the IP address
with App Service via IP-SSL is allocated as long as you opt to use
it. You don’t own the IP address and when you delete your IP-SSL,
you might lose the IP address (as it might be allocated to a different application).
App Service also supports SNI SSL, which doesn’t require a
dedicated IP address and is supported by modern browsers.

Network Port Capacity for Outbound Network Calls

A common requirement for applications is the ability to make outbound network calls to other network endpoints. This includes
calling out to Azure internal services such as SQL Database and
Azure Storage. It also includes cases where applications make calls to
HTTP/HTTPS API endpoints—for example, calling a Bing Search
API or calling an API “application” that implements back-end business logic for a Web application.
In almost all of these cases, the calling app running on Azure
App Service is implicitly opening a network socket and making
outbound calls to endpoints that are considered “remote” from an
Azure Networking perspective. This is an important point because
calls made from an app running on Azure App Service to a remote
Azure
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endpoint rely on Azure Networking to set up and manage a table
of Network Address Translation
(NAT) mappings.
Creating new entries in this NAT
mapping takes time and there’s ultimately a finite limit on the total
number of NAT mappings that can
be established for a single Azure
App Service scale unit. Because
of this, App Service enforces limits
on the number of outbound connections that can be outstanding
at any given point in time.
The maximum connection limits are the following:
• 1,920 connections per
B1/S1/P1 instance
• 3,968 connections per
B2/S2/P2 instance
• 8,064 connections per
B3/S3/P3 instance
• 64K max upper limit per
App Service Environment
Applications that “leak” connections invariably run into these
connection limits. Applications
will start intermittently failing
Figure 3 App Service Application Outbound IP Address View in Azure Portal
because calls to remote endpoints
fail, with the failures sometimes
correlating closely to periods of higher application load. You’ll fre- parts, these are abstracted away so that developers can concentrate
quently see errors like the following: “An attempt was made to access a on writing great apps while the service handles the complexities of
socket in a way forbidden by its access permissions aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd.” running those apps at global scale.
The likelihood of running into this problem can be substantially
Many of the best practices for App Service revolve around applimitigated with a few best practices:
cation scaling. Having a good understanding of how applications
• For .NET applications using ADO.NET/EF, use database
map to Web Workers in an App Service Plan is important as you
connection pooling.
increase the number of your apps running on the service, while
• For php/mySql, use persistent database connections.
still maintaining an optimal scaling configuration.
• For Node.js applications making outbound HTTP/HTTPS
Given the cloud-first world we operate in, Azure and Azure App
calls, configure keep-alives so that outbound connections Service are always constantly evolving at a rapid pace. Many new
are reused. This configuration is described at bit.ly/2iGrcoo.
innovations are expected in 2017.
n
• For .NET applications making outbound HTTP/HTTPS calls,
pool and reuse instances of System.Net.Http.HttpClient or use Yochay Kiriaty is a principal program manager on the Microsoft Azure team,
Keep-alive connections with System.Net.HttpWebRequest. specifically driving Web, mobile, API and functions experiences as part of the Azure
Note: Remember to increase the System.Net.ServicePoint- App Service Platform. Kiriaty has been working with Web technologies since the
late 90s and has a passion for scale and performance. You can contact him at
Manager.DefaultConnectionLimit because you’ll otherwise yochay@microsoft.com and follow him on Twitter: @yochayk.
be limited to two concurrent outbound connections to the
same endpoint.
Stefan Schackow is a program manager on the Azure App Services team who
There are additional limitations imposed by the App Service has worked on the Web app cloud offering since its earliest days. In Azure,
Sandbox. These are lower-level limits and constraints for Azure App he leads a team of program managers who work on the development and
Service and you can read about them in more detail at bit.ly/2hXJ6lL. deployment of Azure App Service, as well as the development of Microsoft’s

Wrapping Up

Azure App Service provides a rich PaaS offering for Web, mobile
and API applications. While the service has a lot of moving internal
msdnmagazine.com
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on-premises/cloud hybrid products (Azure Pack and Azure Stack). He can be
contacted at stefsch@microsoft.com.

Thanks to the following Microsoft technical experts for reviewing this article:
Eduardo Laureano and Nir Mashkowski
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MOBILE DEVOPS

Driving Development
with Active Monitoring of
Apps and Services
Kraig Brockschmidt, Thomas Dohmke and Alan Cameron Wills
A perfect world for writing a mobile app would be one
in which, first, you know exactly what your customers want the
very instant those desires arise in their minds and, second, the
code you write to fulfill those needs is delivered instantly to those
customers. In short, there’s no gap whatsoever between customer
needs, development and delivery.
Complete fantasy, right? If you’ve been around software development for, well, at least an hour, you know that reality comes nowhere
close to this scenario. And yet every developer has probably encountered such a seamless loop, because it’s exactly what you experience
when you write software for yourself. In fact, it’s probably what got
you hooked on the magic of coding in the first place. You thought up
an idea, wrote some code, pressed F5 and voila! Something amazing
happened that you could control and shape and play with to your
utmost heart’s desire … often very late into the night.
This article discusses:
• Why monitoring is essential for DevOps
• Monitoring as a culture, not just the use of tools
• Monitoring mobile apps with HockeyApp
• Monitoring Web services and applications with Application
Insights

Technologies discussed:
HockeyApp, Application Insights, Visual Studio Team Services

What probably happened next is that you started writing software for other people, which introduced various time lags into the
process. Compared with pressing F5, the time it takes to get code
changes delivered to external customers is a veritable eternity, hence
source control, continuous integration, and continuous delivery to
optimize the process, as discussed in the previous articles in this
series. The same can be said about communication—compared with
writing software for yourself, when you’re both customer and developer, the challenge of clearly understanding what customers need
and what they experience is almost like traveling to a distant galaxy!
Thus, although you’ve done your best to deliver apps and services
that meet customer needs, and tried to prevent defects from reaching those customers, the truth is that some defects will still make it
through and some customer needs will remain unfulfilled. This is
where monitoring, the last stage of the release pipeline illustrated
in Figure 1, becomes the primary concern. Here, the focus shifts
from delivery to listening, which means being aware of bugs and
issues that affect customers, and to learning, which means discovering unfulfilled needs and validating all the assumptions that went
into the creation of the release in the first place. What you hear and
what you learn feeds back around to the beginning of the release
pipeline to drive the next series of code changes.
In short, monitoring closes the loop between releases, ensuring a
continuous stream of value being delivered to customers, and that
it’s the right value. As such, it’s an essential practice in the continuous validation of performance, which is what DevOps is all about.
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Test and staging environments
also help you test feedback mechanisms in the app. When using
HockeyApp for distribution to
Plan
QA (Internal)
Monitoring
Dev
Build/CI
QA (External)
pre-launch testers, encourage those
Telemetry
Pre-launch testing
UI testing (emulators
Run builds
testers to provide feedback through
Post-commit Unit testing
Analytics
Crowd testing
and/or device farms)
DevOps
the app itself, because that’s how
Responding to
Localization testing
Manual testing
activities
ratings/reviews,
Diagnostics
Integration testing
your production customers will
issues, feedback
Load testing (back end)
Security testing
be doing it.
Telemetry testing
Diagnostics
Approver sign-offs
Load testing (back end)
Most important, though, is that
Approver sign-offs
monitoring your test and staging
environments is how you practice
sues
o fix is
Cost t
being responsive to crashes, customer feedback, and issues revealed
by telemetry. Put simply, monitorFigure 1 Monitoring is Essential to Understand What Should Drive Subsequent Releases
ing is both listening and responding,
With the Microsoft DevOps stack for mobile, HockeyApp because responsiveness proves you really are listening. Responsivedelivers monitoring for mobile apps, and Application Insights pro- ness, too, means acknowledging feedback and then acting on it by
vides monitoring for Web applications and services. As we’ll see, setting up a regular process to get appropriately prioritized issues
both provide multiple ways to listen to what’s happening to the into your backlog so your developers can get working on them.
Establishing this process isn’t just an afterthought—you should
software out in the wild.
start well before your first release, right alongside setting up build
servers and release pipelines. In doing so, you can practice and
The Monitoring Culture
In Kraig’s last article (msdn.com/magazine/mt791797), he spoke about hone your process with your test and staging environments prepacontinuous deployment as a culture, because achieving that level of ration for your first release, because once you start making releases,
delivery optimization requires a deep commitment to code reviews monitoring must be continual.
and automated testing. It also means a commitment to monitoring:
• B ecause no suite of tests is perfect, some defects will get
through to production, so your team must actively monitor
crash reports, telemetry, load imbalances, ratings, reviews,
and direct customer feedback. This includes monitoring the
app’s performance on each supported platform, and monitoring the health of your back-end services.
• Your team must be committed to triaging and prioritizing
issues and feeding them into the dev backlog so that corrections quickly get into subsequent releases.
Furthermore, monitoring is as much a matter for your test and
staging environments as it is for production. Code you write to
A strong monitoring process can even, to some extent, make
monitor the app and collect telemetry is just as prone to bugs
as any other code, and requires time to debug and troubleshoot up for initial weaknesses in other forms of testing. It takes time
before release. Monitoring in test and staging environments also and expertise to create really good automated tests, which could
gives your team the chance to test your processes for handling be challenging within the constraints of your release schedule or
the availability of qualified candidates. Monitoring, on the other
crashes and feedback.
For example, custom telemetry that you collect from apps and hand, requires less-specialized skills, and setting your team up for
services is typically designed to answer questions about customer monitoring activities is generally quicker and simpler than writing
usage and whether you’re meeting certain business goals (see a full suite of tests. Oftentimes, too, your early adopters are likely
Kraig’s post, “Instrumenting Your App for Telemetry and Analytics,” to be more forgiving about defects if they trust that you’re listening
at bit.ly/2dZH5Vx and his Build 2014 presentation, “Understanding and working hard to address them. Good monitoring, then, gives
Customer Patterns,” at bit.ly/2d1p6fC). Defects in your telemetry you the opportunity to get your apps and services out to customers
code, however, don’t affect customers. Instead, telemetry defects quickly, and to start collecting valuable telemetry and feedback,
can easily invalidate all the data you collect. High-quality data is before necessarily having fleshed out your testing processes.
everything, so it’s essential to fully exercise telemetry collection
in both test and staging environments, keeping that data sepa- Monitoring with HockeyApp
rate from production data, of course, and to scrutinize it for any The particular challenge of mobile apps (and desktop apps, too) is
that they’re installed on millions of devices and device configurations
collection and tabulation errors.
Commit to
repository

Upload
to store

Monitoring your test and
staging environments is how
you practice being responsive to
crashes, customer feedback, and
issues revealed by telemetry.
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that are out of your control. In
contrast to a Web service, you can’t
simply sign into the user’s mobile
device and analyze a log file or attach
a debugger. As a result, you need
another system that can retrieve
crash and usage information from
those devices (respecting privacy,
of course), and upload that data to
a central service for analysis. That’s
what HockeyApp is for.
In addition to providing valuable
services for pre-launch distribution
(as discussed last time), HockeyApp
also helps you continuously
monitor each release of your app
throughout its lifecycle. You can
collect sessions, events, crashes, Figure 2 Finding the App ID on the HockeyApp Portal
and feedback starting with your
first prototype, and then continue collecting information in your
var manager = BITHockeyManager.SharedHockeyManager;
manager.Configure("APP_ID_IOS");
beta versions, release candidates, and finally the live app. This conmanager.DisableUpdateManager = true;
tinuity gives you valuable data at every step of the process, and by
manager.StartManager();
manager.Authenticator.AuthenticateInstallation();
monitoring from the earliest stages you’ll be able to catch defects that
In Android, put code like the following into OnCreate (Mainmade it through other pre-release testing processes. Thus, you’ll be
Activity.cs),
again using your App ID, and add a call to Metricsaware of defects as soon as they affect live customers, which helps
Manager.Register
because session tracking isn’t done automatically:
you prioritize fixes in near-term app updates.
using
HockeyApp.Android;
Obtaining information from within running apps means
using HockeyApp.Android.Metrics;
instrumenting the app with HockeySDK. Native SDKs are availCrashManager.Register(this, "APP_ID_ANDROID");
able for Android, iOS, Windows and macOS; additional SDKs
MetricsManager.Register(Application, "APP_ID_ANDROID");
support cross-platform technologies like Xamarin, Cordova, React
UpdateManager.Register(this, "APP_ID_ANDROID");
Native and Unity.
For Windows with the HockeySDK.UWP NuGet package, it’s
Let’s look at a Xamarin app as an example. First, you’ll need a just one line in the App constructor:
unique App ID from HockeyApp for each target platform. Start
HockeyClient.Current.Configure("APP_ID_WINDOWS");
by creating a free account on hockeyapp.net, then click New App on
Complete documentation for the HockeyApp API can be found
the main dashboard. This invites you to upload an app package, on support.hockeyapp.net/kb. For Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Android,
or click “Create the app manually instead” to enter details directly. specifically look at “How to Integrate HockeyApp with Xamarin,”
Either way, you’ll then see a page like the one in Figure 2 (for the at bit.ly/2elBqGp. For Windows, see “HockeyApp for Applications on
MyDriving iOS app, aka.ms/iotsampleapp), where the App ID appears Windows” at bit.ly/2eiduXf. You can always use the MyDriving app
in the upper left.
code as a reference, too.
For Xamarin, install the HockeySDK.Xamarin NuGet package into
With the SDK initialized, let’s try out the crash reporting on iOS.
each project in the Xamarin solution, except with Windows where The best approach is to throw an exception in a button handler or
you use HockeySDK.UWP. You’ll then initialize the SDK during use the test crash that’s part of HockeySDK. In iOS, for example:
crashButton.TouchUpInside += delegate {
startup using the App IDs from the portal. For iOS, place the followvar manager = BITHockeyManager.SharedHockeyManager;
ing code within the FinishedLaunching method (AppDelegate.cs),
manager.CrashManager.GenerateTestCrash();
};
replacing APP_ID_IOS with the value from the portal:
using HockeyApp;
After adding this code (and a button to the UI), build and
deploy
a Release version to a test device, run without debugging,
// ...
tap the button to trigger a crash, and then launch the app again. A
var manager = BITHockeyManager.SharedHockeyManager;
manager.Configure("APP_ID_IOS");
dialog should appear that asks you to submit the crash report, and
manager.StartManager();
a few seconds later the crash will appear on the HockeyApp portal.
manager.Authenticator.AuthenticateInstallation();
This code automatically enables crash reporting, user and session There, you’ll see that the crash report shows only memory addresses
tracking, and in-app updates for pre-release builds (those distributed because the Release build doesn’t contain debug symbols. But don’t
through HockeyApp). To disable features, set properties of the enable symbols, because that would allow hackers to easily disasBITHockeyManager class before calling StartManager. For exam- semble your app. Instead, the bin folder of your Xamarin project
ple, the following code disables the in-app update feature:
contains .dSYM (for iOS) and .pdb (Windows/Android) files, which
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Figure 3 The HockeyApp Portal Showing Full Symbol Information for a Crash Report

are standalone bundles of debug symbols. You can upload these
symbol files to HockeyApp (called server-side “symbolication”) so
that crash reports will display full class, method and file names, as
well as the line numbers, as shown in Figure 3.
The crash overview page shows how often a crash has happened,
how many users were affected, and which OS version and device
model those users were using. You can compare this to the number
of unique users and sessions shown on the app overview page. Look
especially at the indicator for the percentage of crash-free users,
which is a good measure of app quality.

Submitting feedback opens a
conversation between the user
and your team, and once your
team replies, the user gets an
in-app notification to keep that
conversation going.
In addition to these standard metrics, you can get more insights
into how your customers use your app by adding custom events.
For example, the following line would record when a user starts
playing a video:
HockeyApp.MetricsManager.TrackEvent("Video started");

You’ll use the name “Video started” when searching for events in the
HockeyApp portal, so it’s important to give every event a meaningful
name. It’s also important to define events at a level that will produce
38 msdn magazine
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meaningful and actionable data; again, for general guidance refer to
the Instrumenting Your App for Telemetry and Analytics blog post
at bit.ly/2dZH5Vx. Note that HockeyApp limits you to 300 unique event
names per app, but will log unlimited instances of each event name.
To attach more information to an event, use properties like this:
HockeyApp.MetricsManager.TrackEvent(
"Video Started",
new Dictionary<string, string> { { "filename", "RickRoll.mp4" } },
new Dictionary<string, double> { { "duration", 3.5 } }
);

Although these properties and measurements aren’t visible in
HockeyApp, they can be explored with the Analytics feature in
Microsoft Application Insights, as explained on bit.ly/2ekJwjD.
Another way to understand user behavior it is to directly engage
with customers through the HockeyApp feedback feature, which
is important for both pre-launch and post-launch customers alike.
When you make a new test release during the pre-launch phase,
all your testers will receive an e-mail to which they can reply directly
to report issues and suggestions. HockeyApp parses those responses
and collects them for you on the portal. Then, for both pre- and
post-launch customers, you can integrate a feedback view right
in the app using the HockeyApp SDK. Here’s how to use the iOS
shake event for this purpose:
public override void MotionEnded(UIEventSubtype motion, UIEvent event)
{
if (motion == UIEventSubtype.MotionShake)
{
var manager = BITHockeyManager.SharedHockeyManager;
manager.FeedbackManager.
ShowFeedbackComposeViewWithGeneratedScreenshot();
}
}

The HockeyApp FeedbackManager automatically captures
a screenshot of the view that’s visible when the shake gesture
occurs. It then brings up a view in which the user can annotate the
screenshot, attach more screenshots, and provide a text message
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to describe the problem or suggestion, as
they quickly make their way to customers.
shown in Figure 4.
And once that release is done, your continSubmitting feedback opens a conversauous monitoring should reveal fewer crash
tion between the user and your team, and
reports, higher customer satisfaction and
once your team replies, the user gets an
greater overall app performance in every
in-app notification to keep that conversation
way that matters to your business.
going. This is perhaps one of the most valuMonitoring Web Services with
able features of HockeyApp—putting you in
Application Insights
direct contact with your customers, which is
Application Insights is a service that gives
hard to achieve otherwise. Those direct conyou a clear view of how your Web apps and
versations are a wonderful source of specific,
services are performing and what your users
detailed data that can help to validate (or
are doing with them. It notifies you as soon as
invalidate) your interpretation of the broader
any problem arises, and provides diagnostic
data you obtain from telemetry events. Both
data and tools. It can also analyze and visualize
are really necessary complements.
properties of custom events in association with
Like crash reports, user feedback should
HockeyApp, as described at bit.ly/2ekJwjD. With
ultimately create new work items in your
all that knowledge, you can plan and prioritize
development backlog so your team can
future development work with confidence.
address issues in future releases. This closes
Application Insights works for Web apps
the DevOps loop as shown back in Figure 1.
running on a variety of platforms, including
In fact, you can connect HockeyApp directly
ASP.NET, J2EE, and Node.js, on both cloud
to your backlog by clicking on the Manage
App button, then clicking on Bug Tracker and Figure 4 Annotating Screenshots on iOS and private servers. To instrument an app,
start on the Platform Support page (bit.ly/
selecting your backlog tool (such as Visual
Studio Team Services). Once connected, HockeyApp automatically 2eydqQU), select your language/platform of choice, and follow the
creates a new work item for every crash group and feedback thread. instructions. With a few simple steps, you can then monitor your
Assuming you have a process in place to regularly triage and Web app code, client code in Web pages and any other back-end
prioritize new work items, you can respond quickly to crashes and services, bringing the key data from all components (including
feedback from your customers by making the appropriate changes HockeyApp) together on a dashboard.
A typical group of performance charts for a Web service, as shown
in your source code. If you’ve also set up an automated release
pipeline as you’ve seen through this series of articles, those changes in Figure 5, displays information like the following:
• Release annotations (first chart): A blue dot marks deploywill quickly be built, tested and fed into release management so
ment of a new app version. In Figure
5, notice the slight increase in server
response times, which suggests doing
some diagnostics to determine why.
• Rate of HTTP requests to the Web service (also the first chart): The thin, lighter
segment distinguishes user requests, test
requests and requests from search engine
bots. Click through for breakdowns by
URL, client location and other dimensions.
• Average response time across all requests
(second chart): The unusual peak appears
to be associated with a spate of exceptions.
• Uncaught exceptions and failed
requests (third chart): Shows requests
with a response code of 400 or more;
click through for individual failures
and stack traces.
• Failed calls to dependencies (fourth chart):
Shows databases or external components
accessed through REST APIs. The peak
suggests that some app failures are caused
by a failure in another component.
Figure 5 A Typical Group of Application Insights Performance Charts for a Web Service
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• Availability (fifth chart): Web tests send synthetic requests popular logging frameworks, such as Log4J, Nlog, Log4Net and
from around the world to test global availability. The first gap System.Diagnostics.Trace. These events can be correlated with
appears to be associated with the sudden rise in exceptions; the requests and other telemetry and, of course, you can include custom
second gap might be a network issue or server maintenance. events and metrics with diagnostic or usage information, both in
You can also get charts for a variety of other metrics, such as user, your back-end code and client code. For example, you can make the
session and page view counts; page load times, browser exceptions following call in a service to periodically monitor the length of an
and AJAX calls; system performance counters for CPU, memory and internal buffer, where telemetry is the Application Insights object:
telemetry.TrackMetric("Queue", queue.Length);
other resource usage; and custom metrics that you code yourself.
In the Application Insights portal, you can then create a chart
Of course, you don’t want to stare at charts waiting for a failure,
so Application Insights can send detailed e-mail notifications for to display it, as shown in Figure 7.
Other calls can be used to count business or user events such as
unusual failure rates, availability drops, or any number of other metrics, including those you code yourself. Some alerts are configured winning a game or clicking a particular button. Events and metrics
automatically, such as smart detection of failures, which learns the can be filtered and segmented by any additional details you send.
normal patterns of request failures for your app, then triggers an These events give you insights into what users are doing with your
alert if the rate goes outside that envelope. In any case, the e-mails app and how well it’s serving them.
If you want to look beyond the regular charts and search facilities
contain links to appropriate reports, like that shown in Figure 6,
through which you can diagnose the problem by clicking through that Application Insights provides, you can use Analytics, a powerful
the metric charts and looking at recent events. From a request log, query language that you can apply to all the stored telemetry. In Figtoo, you can navigate to the details of any dependency calls, excep- ure 8, you can see a query that determines the times of day our Web
tions or custom telemetry events that occurred while the request site is being used, along with the countries that have the most users.
was being processed.
When you’ve identified a problem, you’ll want to get the issue
into your development backlog
right away. If you have an automated release pipeline set up for
your services, you can make the
necessary code changes in short
order and quickly test and deploy
those changes to your live servers.
To help with this, Application
Insights lets you easily create a work
item in Visual Studio Team Services
directly from a detail view. Just look
for the New Work Item + control.
Instructions for configuring this
connection are at bit.ly/2eneoAD.
You can also consume diagnostics from Application Insights (and
HockeyApp!) from directly within
Visual Studio using the Developer
Analytics Tools plug-in at bit.ly/
2enBwlg (a plug-in is also available for
Eclipse). For example, every method
that’s called in the process of handling a Web request is annotated in
the code editor with the number of
requests and exceptions. There’s
also an option to instrument the
server side of a Web app that’s Figure 6 Clicking Through a Diagnostic Report to See Details
already live, giving you most of
the telemetry without the need
for access to the code.
With logging, Application Insights
captures log traces from the most Figure 7 A Chart in Application Insights for a Custom Metric
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Wrapping Up

We hope you’ve enjoyed this series of
articles that, along with Justin Raczak’s
article on Xamarin Test Cloud
(msdn.com/magazine/mt790199), introduced you to the Microsoft DevOps
stack for mobile apps and their
associated back-end services. Referring back to Figure 1, we’ve covered
all the stages of the release pipeline
from the source repository through
build, release management, distribution and monitoring. At the same
time, we’ve only scratched the surface:
There’s much more for you to explore
as you deepen the sophistication of
your build and release processes,
especially where adding multiple levels
of automated testing is concerned.
The different types of testing that can
take place along the release pipeline
are again shown in Figure 1, and here
are some links to get you started:
• Unit testing is the process of
exercising individual units of
code (such as methods). See
“Getting Started with Unit
Testing for Cross-Platform
Figure 8 An Analytics Query in Application Insights
Mobile Apps” at bit.ly/2ekXt2v,
which is a Microsoft Virtual
Academy course with Kraig Brockschmidt and Jonathan Carter.
can efficiently manage hosting costs. For more, check out
• Integration testing also uses unit testing tools but focuses
Getting Started with Performance Testing at bit.ly/2ey6Dqe, in
on the interactions between units of code (rather than indithe Visual Studio Team Services documentation.
vidual units). Integration testing often uses mock data from
•L
 ocalization testing validates app performance in different
live servers or databases, or live data in a read-only manner.
locales, which generally means direct UI testing to make sure
Running integration tests on real devices using a service like
localized resources and formatting variations are correct. It’s
Xamarin Test Cloud is highly recommended.
also very effective to recruit pre-launch testers around the world
• For UI testing, see Justin’s aforementioned article on
because they can point out both technical and cultural issues.
Xamarin Test Cloud; for Apache Cordova apps, see “UI Testing
With that, we again hope you’ve enjoyed this series, and wish
with Appium” (bit.ly/2dqTOkc) in the Visual Studio Tools for you all the best in your mobile app development endeavors! n
Apache Cordova documentation.
• Security or penetration testing means simulating attacks Kraig Brockschmidt works as a senior content developer for Microsoft and is
on your apps and services through a variety of vectors, focused on DevOps for mobile apps. He’s the author of “Programming Windows
something that can’t be taken for granted. We recommend Store Apps with HTML, CSS and JavaScript” (two editions) from Microsoft Press
James Whittaker’s book, “How to Break Software Security” and blogs on kraigbrockschmidt.com.
(amzn.to/2eCbpW4), to get started. This is also an area where you
T homas D ohmke is a co-founder of HockeyApp, which was acquired by
might consider hiring a specialized consultant.
Microsoft in late 2014. At Microsoft, Thomas is a Group Program Manager
• Performance diagnostics are obtained using many of the responsible for driving the product vision and managing a team of program
profiling tools available in Visual Studio itself (see infor- managers for HockeyApp and Xamarin Test Cloud. Reach him via e-mail at
mation at bit.ly/2en62c3), along with specialized tools like the thdohmke@microsoft.com or @ashtom on Twitter.
Xamarin Profiler (xamarin.com/profiler).
• Load or stress testing exercises your back-end services Alan Cameron Wills is a senior content developer in Microsoft, writing about
Application Insights. He lives and works at Ceibwr Bay, Wales.
under a variety of conditions to evaluate how they accommodate variable levels of demand. Here, you can also evaluate Thanks to the following Microsoft technical expert for reviewing this article:
how your services scale up and down with demand so you Simina Pasat
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MIXED REALITY

Moving from Virtual
to Mixed Reality
Tim Kulp
Virtual reality (VR) is all the buzz right now, and developers that’s more than a bunch of pins on a map. In the app, each traveler

are racing to build content. On the horizon, mixed reality (MR)
is beginning to spark the imagination of developers and make us
rethink how the digital world can interact with the real world. As
MR gains traction, you’ll need to bring your VR apps to a new platform. In this article, I’ll explore how to update a VR app to MR on
the HoloLens—without having to rewrite the whole thing.
In the September issue of MSDN Magazine, I built a VR app called
Contoso Travel (msdn.com/magazine/mt763231). This app allowed the
Contoso Travel department to see where its employees were traveling throughout the world using a VR map. The idea of the app
is to provide an immersive experience for users with an interface
This article discusses:
• The difference between virtual reality (VR) and mixed reality (MR)
• Converting an existing VR app to MR
• Using the HoloToolkit to create an MR app
• Building cross platform to support MR and VR from one code base
• Making the app interactive with gaze and gesture
• Implementing voice for input

Technologies discussed:
Unity, Visual Studio, HoloLens, HoloToolkit, Voice and Gesture Input

Code download available at:
bit.ly/2fXiqy2

is represented by an avatar that shows the person’s travel destination and times. I used gaze detection to know when the user was
looking at an avatar and then allowed the user to select the avatar
for a dialog window to show the traveler’s details.

When building apps
for any platform, it’s important
to understand what makes
that platform unique and
embrace it to provide value for
that specific platform.
Before You Get Started

This article assumes you’ve already done some reading on HoloLens
development, such as Adam Tuliper’s November MSDN Magazine
article (msdn.com/magazine/mt788624) or the tutorials at the HoloLens
Academy (bit.ly/2gzYYr6). Specifically, this article will focus on using
gaze, gesture and voice, so you may want to review those articles
as I won’t go into the details provided in that content. This article
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Figure 1 HoloToolkit Menu

also assumes you’ve read my September article as it’s the starting
point for what I’ll cover here.
To start, download the code for vr_travel from GitHub (bit.ly/2fXiqy2).
This is the code base I start from in this article.

Virtual Reality vs. Mixed Reality

When building apps for any platform, it’s important to understand
what makes that platform unique and embrace it to provide value
for that specific platform. For example, if there were no difference
between a Web application and a mobile application, why would
you ever choose one over the other? The key is to provide value
based on the different capabilities of each platform. For VR, a
key strength is that users only experience what they can see in
the headset. The rest of the world fades away as content delivered
to the user is exclusive of the real world. This allows for creating
amazing worlds that couldn’t exist in the real world, or preventing
distractions from anything but your app’s content. VR takes the
user somewhere else. Use it to isolate the user within your experience. From a business application perspective, this could be a call
center scenario where all activity done by the user is constrained
to the center’s operations platform.
MR, in contrast, is inclusive of the world as it combines the
virtual world with the real world to create an overall experience.
Successful MR uses virtual content to extend the real world. Use
MR when you want users to be able to work within your world
while still being able to experience theirs. For example, in the office,
MR can be used to show content that would always be present, such

Updating the JSON Object Library
Depending on the version of the JSON Object library
you’re using, you might need to update the JSONTemplate.cs file.
In your project folder go to JSON/JSONTemplate.cs and update
line 19 to the following:
FieldInfo[] fieldinfo = obj.GetType().GetFields() as System.Reflection.
FieldInfo[];

This update will allow you to compile the project to run on
the HoloLens.
msdnmagazine.com
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as a desk calendar connected to
Outlook or a modern Rolodex that
represents contacts as holographic
contact cards. These holograms
can be present while users work
on real monitors for things like
writing software. Engineers can
use holograms to see holographic
representations of the models
they’re working on while designing
the model on their computers.
Office workers could augment their
workspace without cluttering it
with physical things.
For Contoso Travel, I want users
to be able to see where their travelers are at any time. A hologram
on the desk is ideal for this as users
could do other work on their monitors (such as booking travel),
while a quick glance to the side would show where people are at
any time. Travel booking systems are complex and not something
you’d want to rebuild in VR, but augmenting existing systems with
an MR map of travelers is a perfect solution for enabling updates at
a glance without occupying a user’s physical workspace.

For VR, a key strength is that
users only experience what they
can see in the headset.
Preparing for Mixed Reality

HoloLens development typically involves a lot of the same tasks, such
as detecting gaze, gestures and voice, no matter what type of app you’re
building. Fortunately, Microsoft has built a code library that will help
you jump into HoloLens development. The HoloToolkit (bit.ly/2bO8XrT)
provides a great starting point. Download the HoloToolkit and follow
the instructions on GitHub to convert it into a Unity package you can
import into your HoloLens projects (bit.ly/2ftiOrY).
With HoloToolkit ready to go as a Unity package, open the
vr_travel code base and import the HoloToolkit package using
Assets | Import Package | Custom Package. Navigate to where
you’ve saved the HoloToolkit package and select it for importing.
Unity will display the Import Package dialog, which shows all the
different elements of the package. For this article I import everything but the Example projects. If you’d like to include those in
your project, feel free as they provide sample code that could be
helpful. Click Import when ready to pull the HoloToolkit package
into your vr_travel project. Once the import is complete, you’ll
notice a new folder in your Project view called HoloToolkit, as well
as a new HoloToolkit item on the menu bar that gives you access
to some useful HoloLens-specific features of Unity, such as automatically applying the settings to the scene or project to run your
app on HoloLens (see Figure 1).
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Figure 2 The HoloToolkit Build Window

Even though you’re updating the app to be a HoloLens app,
you might want to keep the VR version of your world. To maintain the VR world, save the main scene as a new scene using File |
Save Scene as, and call the new scene main_mr. This way you can
maintain the work you’ve done for the VR world while building
a new MR world. Also, as you change the code to components
like the Traveler Template or Travel Manager, the VR app will be
updated along with the new MR app.
Now, configure your project to be a HoloLens project by going
to HoloToolkit | Configure | Apply HoloLens Project Settings. This
will update your Build and other project settings to get the app ready
for the HoloLens. By configuring the app to be a HoloLens project,
the camera will be automatically configured to work on HoloLens.
The only change you might want to make from here is to set the
Skybox to be a black background instead of using a skybox texture.
In the HoloLens, anything pure black isn’t rendered as a virtual
object. As an example, you can use a black background to make a
background transparent, allowing the real world to show through.

Before you can have the button
react to a press, you need to
know if the user is looking at it.
With the skybox removed and the project configured, you’re left with
a surface where the travelers will appear floating in the void. Position
the camera to a place where you can view the world, but remember,
in a HoloLens app the camera represents the placement of the device.
Plan for the camera based on where you want the user’s experience
to start, and think about how the camera will move throughout the
environment. In VR apps, the player is constrained to what the controller allows them to do. For a HoloLens app, you must think through
the ways in which the HoloLens can move throughout the world and
plan accordingly to provide the best experience possible for users.
With the camera in place, you’re ready to test in the HoloLens.
Go to File | Build Settings to add the main_mr scene as your
50 msdn magazine
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primary scene. Click Add Open Scenes to
add main_mr, then uncheck the main scene
to remove it from the list of built scenes. This
allows you to build only the scene that’s meant
for the HoloLens. You could build from here,
but instead, let’s use the HoloToolkit build
window. Open HoloToolkit | Build Window (see
Figure 2), which allows you to customize your
HoloLens app’s build and deployment.
Use the default settings and click Build Visual
Studio SLN. This will create a solution for you
to open in Visual Studio and deploy to the
HoloLens device. When you complete the
deployment to the HoloLens Emulator or device,
you’ll notice you can see the platform and a giant
Load Travelers button, but you can’t actually do
anything yet. Let’s make some changes to allow
the user to load the travelers. If you need help with building your
project, check out “Holograms 100” on HoloAcademy (bit.ly/2bxVOoe)
or “Holograms 101” for deploying to a device (bit.ly/2bhqsiV).

Adding Gaze and Gesture

The virtual reality world created in the previous article had some
interactivity, so let’s reproduce that. The first interactable added to
that VR project was the button to load the travelers. Let’s make that
work for the HoloLens user. To start, create a new Empty Game
Object called Manager. (Note: I consolidate all my “managers” to
a single object so I have a central place to add components like the
Gaze Manager, the Gesture Manager and so forth. This centralization makes it easy to find the managers as scenes get complex, and
it simplifies access between manager components.)
With Manager selected, click Add Component and search for
Gaze Manager. This enables the camera to provide gaze information to the app so you can detect when the user’s view is colliding
with an object. Gaze in MR works much like the gaze code you set
up for VR. The camera projects a raycast and then detects whether
that raycast collides with an interactable object. The Gaze Manager
component is prebuilt in the HoloToolkit and can be added as a
component right to the Manager object.
A critical UI element for virtual and mixed reality development is
to provide visual feedback about what the user is currently looking
at. To do this, you need a cursor, and HoloToolkit has one ready to
be used. In the Project folder, go to HoloToolkit | Input | Prefabs |
Cursor. Drag this prefab onto the Hierarchy. This will add a cursor
to the scene that tracks where the user is looking, helping users to
not get lost as they look around the scene.
Before you can have the button react to a press, you need to know
if the user is looking at it. The button is a Unity Canvas Button that
won’t react to the raycast because it doesn’t have a collider on it.
Add a box collider to the btnLoad object by clicking on btnLoad
in the Hierarchy and then Add Component. Select Physics | Box
Collider and then click Edit Collider. This allows you to resize the
collider to that of the button. Set the X scale equal to the width of
the button and the Y scale equal to the height of the button. For this
article I’m keeping the UI very simple, but there’s a lot you can do
Mixed Reality
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to create a rich UI for the HoloLens. Check out Surya Buchwald’s
article, “Scaling UI for the HoloLens” (bit.ly/2gpfGue), for how to set
up a scalable UI that the design team can control without needing
to engage development.
The button is now ready to react to a gaze. This requires adding
the OnGazeEnterEvent and the OnGazeLeaveEvent, which tell the
app on what to do when the user is looking at the button as well as
when the user looks away. To do this, click on btnLoad again in the
Hierarchy and then Add Component. Search for OnGazeEnterEvent
and add it. Then do the same for OnGazeLeaveEvent. Once these
are added to btnLoad, you can add events. In the Inspector, click
the plus sign to add an event to the OnGazeEnterEvent. Drag the
EventSystem object from the Hierarchy to the Object field. This will
load the functions for EventSystem. In the functions list select EventSystem | SetSelectedGameObject. This controls which game object
has focus within the world. Drag btnLoad to the argument object.
This code block says when the user’s gaze enters btnLoad, trigger
the event system to set btnLoad as the selected game object, which
will change the button’s visual state to that of the highlighted color.
In the OnGazeLeave event, add an event just like the OnGaze
Enter event with all the same parameters, but instead of using
btnLoad as the argument for SetSelectedGameObject, create a new
GameObject in the Hierarchy called UnSelected and set that to be
the argument. This will make UnSelected the selected object in the
event system when the user’s gaze leaves the button. UnSelected is
a placeholder object that doesn’t do anything but receive the focus
when the user looks away from an object. By using this game object
you can set which game objects are selected or unselected using the
Unity Editor instead of writing code. Figure 3 shows what the final
configuration for btnLoad would look like with the gaze events.
The app now can track where the user is looking and provide
feedback to the user. Now let’s connect the ability to select the button with an air tap. Click on Main Camera in the Hierarchy; again,
click Add Component in the Inspector and search for Gesture

Manager. Add Gesture Manager to Main Camera. Gesture Manager
allows the app to know when a user’s hand is present, recognize
which gesture is being used and react to the gesture accordingly.
To make a game object react to a gesture, you add the OnSelect
Event component to the game object. Click on btnLoad and then
Add Component, search for On Select Event and add the component
to the button. Gesture Manager detects when a tap or manipulation
gesture occurs and uses GameObject.SendMessage(“OnSelect”) to
trigger the OnSelect event component. The problem with this is that
a UnityEngine.UI.Button object already has an OnSelect event (used
to activate the button’s highlight), so when GestureManager sends
the OnSelect message to the button, the button’s existing OnSelect
event will be triggered. To avoid the conflict of having two OnSelect
events, rename the HoloToolkit OnSelectEvent to OnTapEvent.
Inside the OnSelectEvent.cs file (under HoloToolkit | Input |
Scripts), update the OnSelect method to OnTap and rename the
class to OnTapEvent.

A critical UI element for VR and
MR development is to provide
visual feedback about what the
user is currently looking at.
Another challenge buttons present is that the OnClick event isn’t
an accessible event through the editor. To trigger a click event, you
must call Invoke on the Click event. To do this, create a new script
in the Project | Scripts folder called ButtonInteractable, as follows:
public class ButtonInteractable : MonoBehavior {
public void Click()
{
var btn = GetComponent<UnityEngine.UI.Button>();
btn.onClick.Invoke();
}
}

Click on the btnLoad object in the Hierarchy and add the Button
Interactable component. On the OnTapEvent component, drag
btnLoad to the object and then, under function, select Button
Interactable | Click. This configures the OnTap event to trigger the
OnClick event. In this project the button doesn’t do a lot with the
click event, but in a more complex project a button’s click event
could trigger many actions. With ButtonInteractable you can maintain the click’s behavior without updating it to the OnTap event.
With the Load Travelers button now connected, build the
HoloLens app and try it out. When you gaze at the Load Travelers
button it turns green. Looking away from the button returns it to
its normal state. Using an air tap will load the travelers and deactivate the button so the user can’t load the travelers again. Now let’s
update the travelers to work with gaze and gesture.

Updating the Travelers
Figure 3 Configuring btnLoad
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The traveler template object is the prefab used to spawn new travelers
in the app. On the template are two script components—Traveler
Interaction and VR Interactive Item. The VR Interactive Item
Mixed Reality
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receives events to trigger states such as Over
an introduction to implementing voice
(when the user is looking at the interactive
commands. For this app, I’ll apply the voice
item), Out (when the user looks away)
command by adding a new component
and Click (when the user presses the fire
to the Manager object. In the Hierarchy,
button on the VR device). These map
click on Managers | Add Component and
directly to Gaze Enter, Gaze Leave and On
then search for KeywordManager. Once
Tap. Some quick component additions
the Keyword Manager is added, expand
and the travelers will be ready to be used.
it, set Recognizer Start = Autostart so
On the traveler template prefab add
the recognizer starts with the app. Then
the following components: OnGaze
expand the Keywords and Responses
EnterEvent, OnGazeLeaveEvent, and
section and set the size to 1 to add a
OnTapEvent. As shown in Figure 4, for
keyword. Enter “Load Travelers” as the
keyword, then connect the function to
the OnGazeEnterEvent, add the Traveler
Template object with a function select of
btnLoad and the ButtonInteractable.Click
VRInteractiveItem | Over. Do the same
event. This emulates the button click when
for OnGazeLeaveEvent except select
the user says “Load Travelers.”
VRInteractiveItem | Out for the function.
You can connect keywords to the travThis will enable the Over and Out events
elers, as well. Start by clicking on the
for the VR Interactive Item. Finally, on the
TravelerTemplate prefab and deactivate
On Tap Event, drag the TravelerTemplate
the On Tap event. Add a function to the
prefab on to the object. For the function, Figure 4 Adding Components and Functions
Gaze Enter event to activate the On Tap
select VRInteractiveItem | Click. This to the Travelers Template
event and then add a function to the
quick configuration brings your VRInter
Gaze Leave event to deactivate the On
activeItem into the HoloLens gaze and gesture capabilities.
Tap event. This setup allows only the TravelerTemplate with gaze
At this point, the Contoso Travel HoloLens app has function- to display traveler details. Next, update the Keyword Manager to a
ality equivalent to the Virtual Reality app. Now you can leverage size of two and make the new entry “Who are you.” Then drag the
the features of HoloLens that make it different from a VR device. TravelerTemplate to the object and select the function to be VRInter
To start, I’ll implement voice so I can load the travelers without activeItem | Click. This will open the traveler information dialog.
clicking a button.
These minor configuration changes in Unity allow you to enable
voice in your mixed reality app. As you think about an office setting where people can be working with keyboards or mice, voice
becomes a powerful input device for users with their hands full.

Voice is an excellent tool to
provide users short cuts for
actions. Instead of triggering a
menu through an air tap, users
can just say what they want to do.

Voice as Another Input Mechanism

In traditional VR apps input is limited to gaze, directional pad
and a fire button (for a device like Samsung Gear VR). With
HoloLens there are multiple other input types, such as voice, which
can create a very natural interface for users. Voice is an excellent
tool to provide users shortcuts for actions. Instead of triggering a
menu through an air tap, users can just say what they want to do.
You can make voice commands active only when a specific game
object is selected or make a universal command for which the
system is always looking.
To start using voice, I’m going to listen for the user to say “Load
Travelers,” which avoids the need to click the Load Travelers button.
A great place to start understanding voice interactions is Adam
Tuliper’s HoloLens article (mentioned earlier), in which he provides
msdnmagazine.com
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Where to Go from Here

HoloLens and MR offer a lot of potential for your apps. Here, I
extended my VR app with voice but I could do even more with
spatial sound and mapping. Imagine users binding their travel app
to their desk or having the travelers talk to a user when travel plans
change. Consider how to mix input systems like gesture, gaze, and
voice to provide a rich, fun interface when combined with spatial
sound and mapping.
As you can see, VR apps can migrate to MR apps without much
code due to the configuration nature of Unity. This saves developers time and money when converting their apps from a mobile
VR platform to MR with HoloLens. Take what you’ve started here
and further explore the HoloLens Academy to apply even more
features of the HoloLens to your next MR app.
n
Tim Kulp is the principle engineer at bwell in Baltimore, Md. He’s a Web, mobile

and Universal Windows Platform app developer, as well as author, painter, dad
and “wannabe Mad Scientist Maker.” Find him on Twitter: @seccode or via
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/timkulp.

Thanks to the following Microsoft technical expert for reviewing this article:
Adam Tuliper
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JAMES MCCAFFREY

The Sign Test Using C#
The sign test is most often used in situations where you have
“before and after” data and you want to determine if there’s statistical evidence of an effect of some sort. The idea is best explained
by example. Suppose you’re working at a pharmaceutical company
and want to know if a new weight-loss drug is effective. You get
eight volunteers to use your drug for several weeks. You look at the
weights of your eight subjects before and after the experiment. Say
six out of eight of the subjects lost weight. Is there solid statistical
evidence to suggest that your drug worked?
Weight loss is a classic sign test example, but the test applies in
many IT and software scenarios, too. Suppose you have 40 Web
server machines and you apply a software patch designed to improve
performance. You measure response times before and after applying
the patch. What can you conclude if 32 servers showed better performance, two servers showed no change, and six servers showed
worse performance?
The best way to see where this article is headed is to take a look
at the demo program in Figure 1. After reading this article, you’ll
have a solid grasp of what type of problem the sign test solves, know
exactly how to perform a sign test using C# and understand how to
interpret the results of a sign test. All of the source code for the demo
program is presented in this article. You can also get the complete
demo program in the code download that accompanies this article.
The demo program sets up eight pairs of before-and-after data
where the goal is to determine if some weight loss regimen had an
effect or not. From the data, six of the subjects did show a weight
loss, but two subjects showed a weight increase. The demo program computes the probability of “no effect” to be 0.1445. It’s up to
you to interpret the results, for example, “The data shows a weak
indication (p = 0.8555) that the weight loss effort had an effect.”
This article assumes you have at least intermediate programming
skill but doesn’t assume you know anything about the sign test. The
demo code is written in C# and relies on the .NET System.Numerics
namespace, so you’ll need the Microsoft .NET Framework 4
(released in 2010) or later.

The Demo Program Structure

To create the demo program I launched Visual Studio and selected
the C# Console Application template from the New Project menu
item. I named the project SignTestUsingCSharp. After the template code loaded into the editor window, I right-clicked on the file
Code download available at msdn.com/magazine/0217magcode.

Program.cs in the Solution Explorer window and renamed the
file to SignTestProgram.cs, then allowed Visual Studio to rename
class Program for me.
Next, I right-clicked on the project name and selected the Add
| Reference item. From the Assemblies | Framework list, I selected
the System.Numerics namespace and clicked OK to add it to
my project. At the top of the editor window, I deleted all using
statements except for the one referencing the top-level System
namespace, and then I added a using statement to reference the
System.Numerics namespace.

The sign test is most often used in
situations where you have “before
and after” data and you want
to determine if there’s statistical
evidence of an effect of some sort.
The overall structure of the program is presented in Figure 2.
For simplicity, the program uses a strictly static method approach
rather than an object-orienting programming (OOP) approach.
Methods DoCounts ansd ShowVector are utility helpers. The work
of calculating the no-effect probability is performed by method
BinomRightTail. Methods BinomProb and Choose are helpers
for BinomRightTail.
After displaying a couple of introductory messages, the Main
method sets up and displays demo data for a sign test:
double[] before = new double[] { 70, 80, 75, 85, 70, 75, 50, 60 };
double[] after = new double[] { 65, 78, 72, 87, 68, 74, 48, 63 };
Console.WriteLine("The weight data is: \n");
ShowVector("Before: ", before, 0, "");
ShowVector("After : ", after, 0, "\n");

In a non-demo scenario with anything larger than about 30 data
pairs you’d likely have data stored in a text file, and you’d write a
helper method to read and store the data. Using parallel arrays is
the most common approach when doing a sign test.
Next, the demo uses method DoCounts to count the number
of item pairs where there was a decrease in weight, a “success,” and
the number of weight increases, a “failure”:
int[] counts = DoCounts(before, after);
Console.WriteLine("Num success = " + counts[2]);
Console.WriteLine("Num failure = " + counts[0]);
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Untitled-1 1

10/13/11 11:25 AM

The return value is an array where cell 0
holds the count of fails (weight increase), cell
1 holds the count where there was no change
and cell 2 holds the count of successes (weight
decrease). In the days before computers were
easily available, the counts were done manually by putting a “+” sign next to successes
and a “-” sign next to failures. This is why the
sign test is named as it is. For the demo data,
the manual approach would look like:
Before: 70 80 75 85 70 75 50 60
After : 65 78 72 87 68 74 48 63
+ + + - + + + -

Notice the sign test doesn’t take into
account the magnitude of a weight increase
or decrease. Next, the demo prepares the call
to the sign test like this:

Figure 1 The Sign Test Using C#

int k = counts[2];
int n = counts[0] + counts[2];
Console.WriteLine("k = " + k + " n = " + n + " p = 0.5");

Variable k holds the count of successes. Variable n holds the total
count of data pairs. In this situation, there are no instances where
the before-and-after weights were equal. In such situations, the most
common approach is to toss out ties. However, in some situations
you might want to include ties as either successes or failures. For
example, in a weight loss program, no change in weight would likely
be considered a failure.
The Main method concludes with:
double p_value = BinomRightTail(k, n, 0.5);
Console.WriteLine("\nProbability of 'no effect' is " + p_value.ToString("F4"));
Console.WriteLine("Probability of 'an effect' is " + (1 - p_value).ToString("F4"));

The sign test is actually a specific example of the more general
binomial test. Program-defined function BinomRightTail accepts
the number of successes, the number of data pairs and a probability
value, 0.5 in this case. When a binomial test uses 0.5 for the probability parameter, it’s a sign test, as I’ll explain shortly.

Understanding the Choose Function

The sign test uses the binomial distribution, which in turn uses the
Choose function. The Choose(n, k) function returns the number of
ways to select k items from n items. For example, Choose(5, 3) is the
number of ways you can select three items from five items. Suppose the
five items are (A, B, C, D, E). There are 10 ways to select three of the items:
(A, B, C), (A, B, D), (A, B, E), (A, C, D), (A, C, E),
(A, D, E), (B, C, D), (B, C, E), (B, D, E), (C, D, E)

The Choose function is defined Choose(n, k) = n! / [k! * (n-k)!]
where the “!” character means factorial. So:

By using the smaller value of k you can do fewer calculations.
Second, there’s an alternative definition of Choose that’s best
explained by an example:
Choose(10, 3) = (10 * 9 * 8) / (3 * 2 * 1)

In words, the denominator is just k! and the numerator uses
just the first k terms of the n! equation and many terms cancel out.
Putting these ideas together, the demo implementation of Choose
is presented in Figure 3.

Understanding the Binomial Distribution

The key to understanding how to implement and interpret the sign
test is understanding the binomial distribution. It’s best explained by
example. Imagine you have a biased coin where, when flipped, the
probability of getting a head is 0.6 and the probability of getting a tail
is 0.4, and suppose you define a success as getting a head. If you flip
Figure 2 Sign Test Demo Program Structure
using System;
using System.Numerics;
namespace SignTestUsingCSharp
{
class SignTestProgram
{
static void Main(string[] args)
{
Console.WriteLine("\nBegin Sign Test demo \n");
// All calling statements go here
Console.WriteLine("\n\nEnd Sign Test demo \n");
Console.ReadLine();
}

Choose(5, 3) = 5! / (3! * 2!) = (5 * 4 * 3 * 2 * 1) / (3 * 2 * 1) *
(2 * 1) = 120 / 12 = 10

static int[] DoCounts(double[] before,
double[] after) { . . }

Implementing the Choose function is tricky because the return
value can be astronomically large for even moderate values of n
and k. For example:

static void ShowVector(string pre, double[] v,
int dec, string post) { . . }

Choose(100, 25) = 242,519,269,720,337,121,015,504

In order to return the very large values that can occur in the
sign test, the demo program uses the BigInteger type in the
System.Numerics namespace. The demo implementation of Choose
uses two math tricks for efficiency. First, as it turns out, Choose(n,
k) = Choose(n, n-k). For example:
Choose(10, 7) = Choose(10, 3)
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static double BinomProb(int k, int n,
double p) { . . }
static double BinomRightTail(int k, int n,
double p) { . . }

}

}

static BigInteger Choose(int n, int k) { . . }
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Figure 3 The Choose Function

The general equation for the probability of getting exactly k
successes in n trials where p is the probability of a success in a
single trial is:

static BigInteger Choose(int n, int k)
{
if (n == k) return 1; // Required special case
int delta, iMax;

P(X = k) = Choose(n, k) * p^k * (1-p)^n-k

In the case of the sign test, p is always 0.5 so 1-p is also 0.5 and
the equation simplifies to:

if (k < n - k) { // Ex: Choose(100,3)
delta = n - k;
iMax = k;
}
else { // Ex: Choose(100,97)
delta = k;
iMax = n - k;
}

P(X = k) = Choose(n, k) * (0.5)^n

So, for the demo data, there are n = 8 trials (pairs of data) and
there are k = 6 successes (weight losses), so the probability of
getting exactly six successes is:
P(X = 6) = Choose(8, 6) * (0.5)^8 = 28 * 0.0039 = 0.1094

BigInteger ans = delta + 1;
for (int i = 2; i <= iMax; ++i)
ans = (ans * (delta + i)) / i;
}

The probabilities of getting exactly zero through eight successes
in eight trials when p = 0.5 are shown in the graph in Figure 4.
Implementing a function that returns the binomial probability
is straightforward:

return ans;

the coin n = 8 times, the binomial distribution gives you the probability of getting exactly k successes in n trials where the probability
of a success in a single trial is p = 0.6 in this example.
The probability of getting exactly eight heads and zero tails in eight
flips is the probability of getting eight consecutive heads, which is:
Pr(X = 8) = 0.6 * 0.6 * 0.6 * 0.6 * 0.6 * 0.6 * 0.6 * 0.6 = (0.6)^8 * (0.4)^0 = 0.0168

To get exactly seven heads in eight flips you can get seven heads
plus one tail on any of the eight flips. There are eight combinations:

Probability

Pr(X = 7) = Choose(8, 1) * [ (0.6)^7 * (0.4)^1 ] = 8 * 0.0280 * 0.4 = 0.0896
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Probability of k Successes in n = 8 trials when p = 0.5
(exact = bar, approximate = normal curve)
n
Pr(X = k) = k pk (1 – p)n–k

The idea of the sign test is to calculate the probability that there’s
been no effect. Conceptually this means any difference between
a before-value and an after-value has happened purely by chance.
Mathematically, this means that the probability of an increase or
decrease is 0.5.
The sign test assumes there’s no effect, then calculates the probability that the observed number of successes could’ve happened
under this assumption. For the case of the demo data where
there were six successes (weight losses) in eight trials, rather than
calculate the probability of exactly six successes as you might guess,
you calculate the probability of six or more successes. This idea is
rather subtle.
Calculating the probability of k or more successes is sometimes
called a right-tail test. So to implement the sign test, you calculate
the probability of k or more successes by calculating the probability
of exactly k successes plus k+1 successes, plus k+2 successes and so
on. The demo implements this as:

()

n!
n
=
k
k! (n – k)!

0.2188

0.2188

0.1094

0.1094

0.0313

0.0313
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-1

0
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5
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7

k

Figure 4 The Binomial Distribution for n = 8 and p = 0.5
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The demo defines a general binomial function that accepts p as
a parameter. An alternative is to define a version that assumes p
= 0.5 and simplify the calculation as described earlier. The demo
has no error checking. For example, in a production environment
you’d likely want to make sure k <= n; neither k nor n are negative;
and p is between 0.0 and 1.0.

Implementing the Sign Test

()

0.2734

static double BinomProb(int k, int n, double p)
{
// Probability of k "successes" in n trials
// if p is prob of success on a single trial
BigInteger c = Choose(n, k);
double left = Math.Pow(p, k);
double right = Math.Pow(1.0 - p, n - k);
return (double)c * left * right;
}

9

static double BinomRightTail(int k, int n, double p)
{
// Pobability of k or more successes in n trials
double sum = 0.0;
for (int i = k; i <= n; ++i)
sum += BinomProb(i, n, p);
return sum;
}

All that’s needed to complete a sign test are optional functions
to count the number of successes and to display values. The demo
defines the counting method as:
Test Run
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static int[] DoCounts(double[] before, double[] after)
{
int[] result = new int[3];
for (int i = 0; i < before.Length; ++i) {
if (after[i] > before[i])
++result[0]; // Fail
else if (after[i] < before[i])
++result[2]; // Success
else
++result[0]; // Neither
}
return result;
}

The helper display method is:

distribution, which would be almost impossible to verify with a small
data set size. Because of this, when I want to investigate before and
after data, I’ll usually use a sign test instead of a paired t-test.
n
Dr. James McCaffrey works for Microsoft Research in Redmond, Wash. He
has worked on several Microsoft products including Internet Explorer and Bing.
Dr. McCaffrey can be reached at jammc@microsoft.com.

Thanks to the Microsoft technical experts who reviewed his article:
Chris Lee and Kirk Olynyk

static void ShowVector(string pre, double[] v,
int dec, string post)
{
Console.Write(pre);
for (int i = 0; i < v.Length; ++i)
Console.Write(v[i].ToString("F" + dec) + " ");
Console.WriteLine(post);
}

An alternative design is to combine the
success-failure counting and binomial calculations into a larger meta-method.
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Wrapping Up

You should always interpret the results of
a sign test cautiously. It’s better to say, “The
sign test suggests that there is an effect,”
rather than, “There is an effect.”
The example problem is called a one-sided,
or one-tailed, test. Because this example
involved a weight-loss experiment, an effect
is more weight losses (successes) than you’d get
by chance. You can also perform a two-sided,
also called two-tailed, sign test. For example,
suppose you’re doing an experiment with
some sort of pain medication. As part of your
experiment, you weigh your test subjects
before and after the experiment. You have no
reason to believe that the pain medication
will affect weight. In other words, an effect
would be either a weight loss or a weight gain.
The trickiest part of the sign test is keeping
your definitions clear. There’s potential confusion because there are multiple symmetries
in every problem. You can define a success as
an increase or decrease in an after-value. For
example, in the weight-loss example, a success
is a decrease in the after-value. But if your data
represents test scores on some kind of exam
before and after studying, a success would likely
be defined as an increase in the after-value.
The sign test is an example of what’s called
a non-parametric statistical test. This means,
in part, that the sign test does not make any
assumptions about the distribution of the data
being studied. Instead of using a sign test, it’s
possible to use what’s called a paired t-test.
However, the t-test assumes that the population data has a normal (Gaussian, bell-shaped)
msdnmagazine.com
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The Working Programmer

TED NEWARD

How To Be MEAN: Working the Angular
Welcome back, MEANers. As mentioned last month, it’s time to
start working the front end of the MEAN stack, which means diving
into Angular. As of this writing (and probably for the next couple
of years), that presents a problem—Angular has a bit of an identity
problem. Angular has been the staple of the Single-Page Application
world for many years. However, as Angular developed, it grew into
a different architectural paradigm, and as a result, the “modern”
Angular grew to become backward-incompatible with Angular.
That leaves most developers with the thorny question: Which
version to use?
While there’s never a one-size-fits-all answer to the problem, history
has shown that with only a few exceptions, the later version eventually
wins out. This leads to a basic rule of thumb: If you’re just starting to
work on the project (a so-called “greenfield” project), and there’s no
existing code to maintain or extend, then use the latest-and-greatest
stable version of the framework. Because my application (the tiny
speaker ratings portal that I’ve been toying around with) definitely
falls under the category of greenfield, that means that within the
pages of this column series, I’ll use Angular 2 for the modern version of Angular and Angular 1 for the original product.
Yes, the decision could have easily gone the other way. Fortunately,
the Internet holds dozens of good Angular tutorials (and good on ya,
mate, if you choose Angular 1 for keeping all those Angular 1 tutorial writers happy). However, be warned that “porting” an Angular
1 app to Angular 2 looks to be more of a complete rewrite, so be
sure to take that into consideration in future plans.
Meanwhile, we have some Angular 2 to explore.

Getting Started

The first step in working with any new technology is to write the
ubiquitous “Hello World” for it. Two interesting things emerge
immediately, though, when looking to do an Angular 2 “Hello
World” app that bear discussing before going too far into the process.
First, with a Web framework like Angular, usually the installation
process is almost ridiculously lightweight (compared to installing
new programming languages, IDEs, databases and so on), because
most of the time the actual library itself can be fetched directly out
of a CDN or from the host server. However, for most development
tasks, it’s better to have the library running off the local filesystem,
and because that’s the default way to get started with Angular 2,
that’s the path I’ll take.
Second, Angular 2 chooses to make its debut through a Git
repository—in other words, the default “getting started” approach

is to clone an existing Git repository on GitHub, as opposed to an
IDE-hosted “project template.” This is an approach that’s starting to
gain steam with other languages and other frameworks. It has the
distinct advantage of being easy to understand, is trivial to maintain and (perhaps most important) is simple to extend to include
additional features (structure, contents and so on) that the original
template doesn’t have.
Thus, assuming Node.js is installed on your machine (which it
should be for readers who’ve been following along in this series),
getting the Angular 2 “quickstart” project is a Git request:
git clone https://github.com/angular/quickstart.git hello

Assuming this connects to GitHub and successfully clones the
project, a ton of files now rest in the “hello” subdirectory. There are
far more, in fact, than would seem absolutely necessary for a simple
“Hello World” application, and the Angular team admits as much.
In the repository’s README file, they specifically state that they’re
laying out a number of additional files to promote some good habits
right from the beginning, such as unit and end-to-end (e2e) testing
of the front-end code.

The first step, of course,
in working with any new
technology is to write the
ubiquitous “Hello World” for it.
Examining much of that will come later. For now, a glance through
the directory will reveal a couple of things that should be familiar to
MEANers: package.json (the npm manifest file) and tsconfig.json
(the TypeScript configuration file) stand out immediately. Recall
that the standard practice when pulling a Node.js project out of
source control is to boot strap the dependencies into place, so
before doing anything else, pull down the dependencies and give
the project a wake-up call by executing the following, then browse
to port 3000 in a browser (Actually, the script will usually open
one for you once a local HTTP server is running on that port.):
npm install
npm start

Then, bask in the warm greetings of a Web framework, as shown
in Figure 1.
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In and of itself, it’s always nice to
know that everything works, but
programmers want to see code.
Head back to the command-line
shell that’s running the HTTP server
and hit Ctrl+C to shut everything
down. (Alternatively, open a second
command-line shell to the same
directory, whichever is easier.)
Let’s take a look, shall we?

Hello, Code

Of course the first place you can
look to find code in an Angular 2
application is the index.html file,
but this is actually going to be a little
more confusing than helpful right
now; for the moment, let’s leave it
alone and dig around elsewhere.
The Angular team will be the
first to admit that the directory
structure of the Quickstart isn’t
designed to be a prescriptive guide
on how to structure code, but Figure 1 Hello Angular 2 Web Framework
usually all Angular 2 apps will have
some sort of “source” directory in which the application resides off pulls in symbols from another file, and you can see that it’s importing
the main root of the project. (This makes it much easier to bundle symbols from two different places. The first, platformBrowserup without pulling in all sorts of developer-only files, such as Dynamic, is coming from somewhere in the Angular libraries, so
package.json.) In the Quickstart, this directory is called “app,” this is probably standard boilerplate to boot strap the Angular 2
and it contains three files: main.ts and two files that seem closely environment and library. (The last line definitely bears this out.)
related—app.component.ts and app.module.ts. (Note that the Type- The second, however, imports from a local file, app.module, which
Script transpiler will modify these files in-place, so the directory sounds suspiciously like it’s supposed to contain your code.
might contain more than just these files, but it’ll be a little obvious
For the most part, main.ts remains untouched throughout Angular
that they’re all related—for example, main.ts will generate main.js 2 development with anything application-related at least living in
and main.js.map). The first, main.ts, is clear as to its purpose—it’s the module file (app.module.ts), but it’s always useful to underthe main entry point for the Angular 2 application—but the other stand the context. (Although it’s not recommended at this point,
two are a little less so. Nevertheless, let’s look at all three.
if you follow the trail from index.html, you’ll eventually find where
main.js gets loaded through the System.js module-loader mechanism.) That means, then, that most of the action takes place in app.
module and its relations.

Like its predecessor, Angular
2 cares a great deal about
modularizing the application
code into manageable
bite-size chunks.

Entry Point: Main.ts

The contents of main.ts are a little cryptic at first:
import { platformBrowserDynamic } from '@angular/platform-browser-dynamic';
import { AppModule } from './app.module';
platformBrowserDynamic().bootstrapModule(AppModule);

That’s not exactly clear. However, let’s take it piece by piece. You
know from my last column on TypeScript that the “import” statement
msdnmagazine.com
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The Application Module: App.module.ts

Like its predecessor, Angular 2 cares a great deal about modularizing the application code into manageable bite-size chunks, and
the first step to doing that is to put application-wide elements
into a single place, which in Angular 2 speak is a module. Hence,
this file will pull in a few Angular 2 concepts and then declare the
application module and what it, in turn, uses:
import { NgModule }
from '@angular/core';
import { BrowserModule } from '@angular/platform-browser';
import { AppComponent } from './app.component';
@NgModule({
imports:
[ BrowserModule ],
declarations: [ AppComponent ],
bootstrap:
[ AppComponent ]
})
export class AppModule { }
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Again, for the moment, this primarily is all import statements:
First, pulling in some Angular 2-related materials (NgModule and
BrowserModule), then importing an application component, which
I’ll touch on in a second. Notice, however, that NgModule is (as
discussed in my last column) a TypeScript decorator—in essence,
this is what lets Angular 2 have all the functionality it’s expecting
while letting developers use the framework to stay focused on just
the application-specific features on the application-specific class
(which is called AppModule here).
It’s actually quite important to understand that Angular 2 takes
a strong stance on the segregation of code and features into modules and components. This will be a theme that’s repeated over and
over again in Angular 2, whereas in Angular 1 it was possible to
think about code being arranged more or less in whatever manner the developer chooses (or, more often than not, chooses not to
organize at all). In Angular 2 the library forces developers to face
the organization scheme right away. Angular 2 lets you choose the
granularity of your modules and components to be as large or as
small as you like, but you must organize them into modules and
components, without question. This is simply “The Angular Way,”
and you must follow the process.

As the application scales
up in size, the overhead will
proportionally shrink, and leave
application developers to focus
entirely on the “meat” of their
application. And that’s exactly
what an application framework is
supposed to do.
The NgModule decorator provides metadata about this module,
including what other modules it depends on, what declarations it
exports (which you’ll see used in a second) and what bootstrapping
needs to take place. NgModule has several options that you can pass
here, and as an Angular 2 application grows in complexity, these lists
grow. Bookmark this file some place as you’ll be back here often.

A Hello World Component: App.component.ts

The last bit to discuss is the actual application component—the
only one, so far—that defines the UI (all one line of it, anyway).
This is the app.component.ts file:

Again, the component depends on an Angular 2 construct—the
Component decorator—so it imports it from the appropriate place
inside the Angular libraries. It then declares an exported class,
called AppComponent, to be an Angular component, with two
parameters: a selector and a template. The template is straight
forward: This is the HTML snippet applied where this component
is declared (complete with ECMAScript string interpolation binding, in this case for the “name” parameter in the HTML). Because
this template can sometimes get to be a bit large, or at least larger,
than the single line of HTML defined here, instead of “template”
you can also use templateUrl to specify an external file in which to
find the template, which you’ll do in later incarnations.
The selector parameter is a bit more subtle; it declares where in
the UI this component is to apply. Practically speaking, this means
that anywhere a my-app tag shows up in HTML, this component
is applied instead. You haven’t seen any <my-app> tags thus far,
but that’s simply because this particular tag is declared inside of
the index.html file (which I haven’t discussed):
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Angular QuickStart</title>
<!-- bunch of other stuff snipped for simplicity -->
</head>
<body>
<my-app>Loading AppComponent content here ...</my-app>
</body>
</html>

Notice how my-app tag surrounds some text; this primarily is
placeholder text that might or might not appear, depending on how
quickly the browser loads and renders the application.

Wrapping Up

This has been a lot of work for a simple “Hello World”; it would
seem a lot easier to simply write straight HTML and leave out
the rest of it. However, a large part of “The Angular Way” is to
build the application out of components, rather than just to sling
HTML and CSS and JS everywhere, and that kind of organization
and structure carries overhead with it. In fact, almost 90 percent
of what I’ve discussed so far is essentially Angular overhead. As
the application scales up in size, the overhead will proportionally
shrink, and leave application developers to focus entirely on the
“meat” of their application. And that’s exactly what an application
framework is supposed to do.
Naturally, however, we’re not done yet. There’s a lot more of
Angular 2 to explore, and we have a barebones application to build,
to boot. In future columns, I’ll explore creating components, specifically doing some basic CRUD around the list of speakers (using
an in-memory “database” to start), and how Angular 2 can make it
simple to keep everything straight. Hang tight; much more is yet
to come. Until then, happy coding!
n

import { Component } from '@angular/core';

Ted Neward is a Seattle-based polytechnology consultant, speaker and mentor. He

@Component({
selector: 'my-app',
template: `<h1>Hello {{name}}</h1>`,
})
export class AppComponent { name = 'Angular'; }

Thanks to the following technical expert for reviewing this article: Ward Bell
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has written more than 100 articles, is an F #MVP, has authored and coauthored a
dozen books. Reach him at ted@tedneward.com if you’re interested in having him
come work with your team, or read his blog at blogs.tedneward.com.
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FRANK LA VIGNE

Twitter-Searching Utility
In my column last month, I explored the great Universal Windows
Platform (UWP) Community Toolkit, an open source toolkit built
by the community for the community. However, I barely scratched
the surface of what it can do. The UWP Community Toolkit makes
building highly polished, cloud-powered UWP apps much easier
and faster. In this month’s column, I’ll discuss how to build a
Twitter search app using the Twitter services and the blade control
to demonstrate how easy it is to work with.
Currently, I manage several YouTube channels that source content
from tweets marked with certain hashtags. For example, #DCTech
Minute focuses on the happenings in the DC Area startup and technology scene. I find content to highlight based on tweets that use the
DCTech hashtag. For #Node.js Minute, I do the same with tweets
marked with #Node.js. Currently, I do a lot of manual cutting and
pasting between Twitter and OneNote. It would be great to have a
UWP app that can search Twitter for all the key phrases I need all in
one window and make it easier to pull the content from the tweets.

Figure 1 Targeting the Correct Version of Windows

and choose Manage NuGet Packages from the context menu
to show the NuGet Package Manager. In the search box, type
“Microsoft.Toolkit.Uwp” to bring up all the NuGet packages associated with the UWP Community Toolkit. This project will use the
Microsoft.Toolkit.Uwp.Services and Microsoft.Toolkit.Uwp.UI.Con
trols packages. Install them both to add them to the project. If
prompted with a Review Changes dialog, review the changes and

Setting up the Project

Create a new blank UWP project in Visual
Studio by choosing New Project from the
File menu. Expand the Installed Templates |
Windows | Blank App (Universal Windows).
Name the project TagSearcherUWP and then
click OK. Immediately afterward, a dialog
box will appear asking you which version of
Windows the app should target. At a minimum, you’ll need to choose Windows 10
Anniversary Edition (10.0; Build 14393). This
is the most recent version. Therefore, both the
Target Version and the Minimum Version
will both target the same version, as shown in
Figure 1. If you don’t see this particular version in either dropdown list, then make sure
you have the appropriate software installed
on your system. Failure to select the correct
version will yield a runtime error once the
Microsoft.Toolkit.Uwp.UI.Controls NuGet
package is added to the project.
Once the solution loads, browse to Solution Explorer, then right-click on References
Code download available at bit.ly/tagsearcher.

Figure 2 Creating a New Twitter App
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For both the Web site and Callback fields, I
put in my Web site URL. In the case of UWP
apps, the callback URL doesn’t have to be a
working URL. Make note of the URL as you’ll
need it later when logging into the service.
Check the checkbox next to the Developer
Agreement and click the Create your Twitter
application button.
Once the app is created, click on the Keys
and Access Tokens tab and note the Consumer Key (API Key) and Consumer Secret
(API Secret) fields, as shown in Figure 3.
You’ll use them shortly.
Figure 3 The Consumer Key and Access Token Tab

then click OK to accept. You’ll also see a License Acceptance dialog for each package. Click “I Accept” to accept the license terms.
Clicking “I Decline” will cancel the install.

Creating the UI

Open the MainPage.xaml file and add the
XAML in Figure 4. Note that there’s an added namespace for
the controls in the UWP Community Toolkit. This is where the
BladeView control resides:
xmlns:controls="using:Microsoft.Toolkit.Uwp.UI.Controls"

Setting Up Twitter

Now that the project is set up with the appropriate NuGet
packages, it’ time to connect the app to the Twitter service. Go to
apps.twitter.com and sign in with your Twitter account. If you don’t
have a Twitter account, you should make one now. If you haven’t
created a Twitter App, you’ll need to click on Create New App to
register a new app.
You’ll need to fill out details about the app, such as the Name,
Description, Web site and Callback URL. You can fill in the fields
as you wish. For the name, I chose MSDNTagSearchUWPApp.
End users will see the Description text when they log in, so it’s
best to make it short and descriptive. See Figure 2 for guidance.
Figure 4 XAML Code to Create the Interface
<Page
x:Class="TagSearcherUWP.MainPage"
xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation"
xmlns:x="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml"
xmlns:local="using:TagSearcherUWP"
xmlns:d="http://schemas.microsoft.com/expression/blend/2008"
xmlns:controls="using:Microsoft.Toolkit.Uwp.UI.Controls"
xmlns:mc="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/markup-compatibility/2006"
mc:Ignorable="d">
<Grid Background="{ThemeResource ApplicationPageBackgroundThemeBrush}">
<Grid.RowDefinitions>
<RowDefinition Height="56*"/>
<RowDefinition Height="35*"/>
<RowDefinition Height="549*"/>
</Grid.RowDefinitions>
<StackPanel Orientation="Horizontal" VerticalAlignment="Center">
<TextBlock FontSize="24" Margin="5">Twitter Tag Searcher</TextBlock>
<Button Name="btnLogin" Click="btnLogin_Click" >Log In</Button>
</StackPanel>
<StackPanel Name="splSearch" Grid.Row="1" Orientation="Horizontal"
VerticalAlignment="Center" Visibility="Collapsed">
<TextBox Name="txtSearch" Margin="5,0,5,0" MinWidth="140" Width="156" />
<Button Name="btnSearch" Click="btnSearch_Click">Search</Button>
</StackPanel>
<controls:BladeView Name="bladeView" Grid.Row="2" Margin="12"
HorizontalAlignment="Stretch" VerticalAlignment="Stretch">
<controls:BladeItem x:Name="DummyBlade" IsOpen="False" />
</controls:BladeView>
</Grid>
</Page
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Introducing the BladeView Control

The BladeView control will look familiar to users of the Azure Portal
Web site (portal.azure.com). If you’re unfamiliar with it, the BladeView
control provides a container to host “blades” or tiles. The XAML in
Figure 4 includes a “DummyBlade” to keep the XAML designer
view from crashing. It’ll throw an exception if it encounters a
BladeView without any BladeItems. Because the IsOpen property
is set to False, users will never see the BladeItem.

Logging into Twitter

Next, connect the app to the Twitter API by adding the following
event handler for the btnLogin_Click event:
private async void btnLogin_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e)
{
string apiKey = "pkfAUvqfMAGr53D4huKOzDYDP";
string apiSecret =
"bgJCH9ESj1wraCoHBI5OqEqhkac1AOZxujqvnCWKNRJgBMhyPG";
string callbackUrl = "http://www.franksworld.com";
TwitterService.Instance.Initialize(apiKey, apiSecret, callbackUrl);

}

if (await TwitterService.Instance.LoginAsync())
{
splSearch.Visibility = Visibility.Visible;
}

The code uses the API Key, API Secret, and Callback URL fields
and uses them in the parameters of the Initialize method of the
TwitterService.Instance. TwitterService.Instance is a singleton that
will maintain state throughout the entire app. Calling the Login
Async method initiates the call to the Twitter API. If the login is
successful, the method returns true. In that case, you should make
the StackPanel with the Search Controls visible.

Displaying Search Results

With the Twitter API calls set up, it’s time to create a place for the
search results to be displayed. To do this, you’ll create a user control.
The user control will contain code to perform the Twitter API search,
as well as host the necessary controls to display the search results.
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Run the solution now. Click the Log In
button. When prompted, enter your Twitter
credentials and grant the app the permissions
it’s asking for. The window will close and the
search panel will now be visible. After entering a few search terms, your screen should
look something like Figure 7.

Adding the Copy Function

Figure 5 Adding a New User Control to the Project

To get started, right-click on the project and choose Add | New
Item in the context menu. In the following dialog box, look for
user control. Name the user control SearchResults and click Add,
as shown in Figure 5.
Modify the SearchResults.xaml file to add the XAML found in
Figure 6.
The XAML contains a ListView and the necessary DataTemplate
to display the Twitter search results. Open the SearchResults.xaml.cs
file and add the following property to the Search Results class:

Now that you have all the tweets you’re
interested in neatly organized by blade, you
need a way to get the data into a text format.
Ideally, you’d like to be able to right-click (or
tap, if on a touchscreen device) and copy
the contents of the tweet to the clipboard.
Adding this feature requires some modification to the XAML and code for the
SearchResults user control.
Inside the SearchResults.xaml file, you want to add a flyout
menu to the ListView control. Inside the ListView tag add the following XAML to create a MenuFlyout as a resource within the
ListView control:
<ListView.Resources>
<MenuFlyout x:Name="mfCopyMenu">
<MenuFlyout.Items>
<MenuFlyoutItem Name="mfiCopy" Text="Copy" Click="mfiCopy_Click"/>
</MenuFlyout.Items>
</MenuFlyout>
</ListView.Resources>

public string SearchTerm { get; private set; }

Then, modify the constructor to add a string parameter for the
search term:
public SearchResults(string searchTerm)
{
this.InitializeComponent();
this.SearchTerm = searchTerm;
Search();
}

Now, add the following method:
private async void Search()
{
lvSearchResults.ItemsSource = await
TwitterService.Instance.SearchAsync(this.SearchTerm, 50);
}

The Search method calls the SearchAsync method with two parameters: the search term and the limit of results to return. All the underlying
REST API plumbing work is done by the UWP Community Toolkit.
Now that the SearchResults user control is ready, it’s time to add
code to the MainPage.xaml.cs file to complete the app. Add the
following event handler for the btnSearch Button control:
private void btnSearch_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e)
{
BladeItem bi = new BladeItem();
bi.Title = txtSearch.Text;
bi.Content = new SearchResults(txtSearch.Text);
bladeView.Items.Add(bi);
}

The BladeView control can contain any number of BladeItems.
The previous code snippet creates a BladeItem control and sets the
Title of the BladeItem to the text from the search textbox. Next,
it sets the contents of the BladeItem control to a new instance of
the SearchResults user control, passing the search term off to the
constructor. Finally, it adds the BladeItem to the BladeView.
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All the underlying REST API
plumbing work is done by the
UWP Community Toolkit.
While still in the SearchResults.xaml file, add the following
event handler to the ListView control to detect when the ListView
is right-clicked or tapped:
RightTapped="lvSearchResults_RightTapped"

Figure 6 XAML for the SearchResults User Control
<Grid>
<ListView Name="lvSearchResults" Width="350" >
<ListView.ItemTemplate>
<DataTemplate>
<StackPanel Orientation="Horizontal" VerticalAlignment="Top" Margin="0,4,4,0">
<Image Source="{Binding User.ProfileImageUrl}" Width="64"
Margin="8" ></Image>
<StackPanel Width="240">
<TextBlock Text="{Binding Text}"
TextWrapping="WrapWholeWords"></TextBlock>
<TextBlock Text="{Binding CreationDate}"
FontStyle="Italic" ></TextBlock>
<TextBlock Text="{Binding User.ScreenName}"
Foreground="Blue"></TextBlock>
<TextBlock Text="{Binding User.Name}"></TextBlock>
</StackPanel>
</StackPanel>
</DataTemplate>
</ListView.ItemTemplate>
</ListView>
</Grid>
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clipboard. Add the following event handler to the
SearchResults.xaml.cs file:
private void mfiCopy_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e)
{
var menuFlyoutItemSender = (MenuFlyoutItem)sender;
var tweet = menuFlyoutItemSender.Tag as Tweet;

}

Figure 7 The Tag Search App in Action

Now add the following event handler code in the Search
Results.xaml.cs file:
private void lvSearchResults_RightTapped(object sender,
RightTappedRoutedEventArgs e)
{
var tweet = ((FrameworkElement)e.OriginalSource).DataContext;
mfiCopy.Tag = tweet;
mfCopyMenu.ShowAt(lvSearchResults, e.GetPosition(lvSearchResults));
}

The purpose of this code is to capture the tweet object from the
DataContext and store it into the MenuFlyoutItem Tag property. The
Tag property is inherited from FrameworkElement and is meant to
store custom information about an object. Once the selected tweet
object is stored in the Tag property of the MenuFlyoutItem, it’s time
to display the flyout menu. Users expect a context menu to appear
where they clicked or tapped on the screen. That’s why the code
sends event position
information to the
ShowAt method.
Now it’s time to add
the event handler for
the MenuFlyoutItem
control and code to
copy the contents
Figure 8 Testing the Copy Context
of the tweet to the
Menu Function on a Sample Tweet
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DataPackage dataPackage = new DataPackage();
dataPackage.RequestedOperation = DataPackageOperation.Copy;
dataPackage.SetText($"@{tweet.User.ScreenName} {tweet.Text} ");
Clipboard.SetContent(dataPackage);

The first two lines of code retrieve the tweet data
from the Tag property of the MenuFlyoutItem. Once
that’s obtained, it’s time to send data to the clipboard.
In UWP apps, this is done by using the DataPackage
class. A full exploration of the DataPackage class
is beyond the scope of this column; however, if
you’re interested in learning more, I recommend
reading the “Copy and Paste” documentation page
at bit.ly/2h54IK0. The “DataPackage Class” documentation page is at bit.ly/2hpo2Fc.
The clipboard can handle robust formatting of
text and images. However, for this column, I’m
interested only in the text contents of the tweet and
the Twitter handle of the person who made it. The
UWP Community Toolkit stores that as ScreenName
inside the User object. Finally, I set the contents of
the Clipboard to the DataPackage object.
Run the solution now, log in, and enter a search
term. Find a tweet you wish to copy, right-click or
tap to see the context menu, as shownin Figure 8.
Click Copy.
Now, run Notepad, or your favorite text editor, and
chose Edit | Paste or use Ctrl+V. You should see this
text from the tweet: @AndyLeonard Reading “Going Rogue” by my
brother and friend, Frank La Vigne. :{&gt; https://t.co/JnuAzqO6m5.

Wrapping Up

As you can see, the UWP Community Toolkit facilitates rapid
development of cloud-connected UWP apps. It only took one
line of code to log into Twitter. Searching Twitter was equally as
brief. Most of the code had more to do with the presentation of
the data and how users interact with it. The UWP Community
Toolkit provides rich UI controls, as well as straightforward ways
to access popular cloud APIs such as Twitter. Low-level REST API
and authentication mechanisms are abstracted away into a clean
IntelliSense-enabled API. This enables developers to focus on how
users interact with the data, rather than obtaining the data. The
UWP Community Toolkit can make any UWP app better and
easier to connect to social media and other cloud services.
n
Frank La Vigne is an independent consultant, where he helps customers leverage

technology in order to create a better community. He blogs regularly at FranksWorld.
com and has a YouTube channel called Frank’s World TV (FranksWorld.TV).

Thanks to the following technical experts for reviewing this article:
David Catuhe
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- Robert Boedigheimer

W22 Busy Developer’s Guide to NoSQL
- Ted Neward

General Session: To Be Announced, James Montemagno, Principal Program

7:00 PM

8:30 PM

START TIME

END TIME

Experience The LINQ Vortex & High Roller Event

Day 3: Thursday, March 16, 2017

7:30 AM

8:00 AM

Registration - Coffee and Morning Pastries

8:00 AM

9:15 AM

TH01 Debugging Your Website with Fiddler and
Chrome Developer Tools - Robert Boedigheimer

TH02 Busy .NET Developer’s Guide to Native iOS
- Ted Neward

9:30 AM

10:45 AM

TH06 I Say A ”Front-end Build Pipeline”,
You Say WAT!? - Chris Klug

TH07 Building Cross-Platform Business Apps
with CSLA .NET - Rockford Lhotka

11:00 AM

12:15 PM

TH11 JavaScript Patterns for the C# Developer
- Ben Hoelting

TH12 Building Connected and Disconnected
Mobile Apps - James Montemagno

12:15 PM

1:45 PM

Lunch

1:45 PM

3:00 PM

TH16 Integrating AngularJS & ASP.NET MVC
- Miguel Castro

3:15 PM

4:30 PM

TH21 Increase Website Performance and
Search with Lucene.Net Indexing - Ben Hoelting

START TIME

END TIME

7:30 AM

8:00 AM

Post-Conference Workshop Registration - Coffee and Morning Pastries

5:00 PM

F01 Workshop: Service Oriented Technologies - Designing, Developing, &
Implementing WCF and the Web API - Miguel Castro

8:00 AM

TH17 Native iOS and Android Development
with C# and Xamarin - James Montemagno
TH22 Building Cross-Platform C# Apps with a
Shared UI Using Xamarin.Forms - Nick Landry

Post-Conference Workshops: Friday, March 17, 2017 (Separate entry fee required)

Speakers and sessions subject to change

CONNECT WITH US

twitter.com/vslive –
@VSLive
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facebook.com –
Search “VSLive”

linkedin.com – Join the
“Visual Studio Live” group!
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Presented in partnership with

BONUS CONTENT! Modern Apps Live! is now a part of
Visual Studio Live! Las Vegas at no additional cost!

Visual Studio /
.NET Framework

Web Client

Windows
Client

Web Server

Modern Apps Live!

Full Day Hands-On Labs: Sunday, March 12, 2017 (Separate entry fee required)
Pre-Conference Workshop Registration - Coffee and Morning Pastries
HOL02 Full Day Hands-On Lab: AngularJS 2
- Ted Neward

HOL03 Full Day Hands-On Lab: An Introduction to
Building XAML Applications - Billy Hollis
Lunch @ Le Village Buffet, Paris Las Vegas
Workshop Continues

Workshop Continues

Pre-Conference Workshops: Monday, March 13, 2017 (Separate entry fee required)
Pre-Conference Workshop Registration - Coffee and Morning Pastries
M02 Workshop: Developer Dive into
SQL Server 2016 - Leonard Lobel

M03 Workshop: Distributed Cross-Platform Application Architecture Rockford Lhotka & Jason Bock

M04 Workshop: Building Modern Mobile Apps
- Brent Edwards & Kevin Ford

Lunch @ Le Village Buffet, Paris Las Vegas
Workshop Continues

Workshop Continues

Workshop Continues

Dine-A-Round

Day 1: Tuesday, March 14, 2017

US Developer Division Team, Microsoft
T03 What’s New in Visual Studio 2017
- Robert Green

T04 Understanding the VR/AR Landscape
- Katherine Harris

T05 Modern App Development: Transform How You Build
Web and Mobile Software - Rockford Lhotka

T08 Roll Your Own Dashboard in XAML
- Billy Hollis

T08 Mobile DevOps with the Microsoft Stack
- Abel Wang

T10 Manage Distributed Teams with Visual Studio
Team Services and Git - Brian Randell

Lunch
Dessert Break - Visit Exhibitors
T13 A Developers Introduction to HoloLens
- Billy Hollis & Brian Randell

T14 Make PDF Work For You - Aaron Schnarr

T15 Architecture: The Key to Modern App Success
- Brent Edwards

T18 Essential C# 7.0 - Mark Michaelis

T19 To Be Announced

T20 Focus on the User Experience #FTW
- Jim Barrett

Welcome Reception

v Day 2: Wednesday, March 15, 2017
W03 What’s New in Azure IaaS v2
- Eric D. Boyd

W04 Tactical DevOps with VSTS
- Brian Randell

W05 DevOps, Continuous Integration, the Cloud,
and Docker - Dan Nordquist

W08 Microservices with Azure Container Service
& Service Fabric - Vishwas Lele

W09 Use Visual Studio to Scale Agile in Your Enterprise
- Richard Hundhausen

W10

Mobile Panel - James Montemagno, Ryan J. Salva,
Kevin Ford, Rockford Lhotka

Manager, Xamarin Microsoft
Birds-of-a-Feather Lunch
'HVVHUW%UHDN9LVLW([KLELWRUV([KLELWRU5DIÁH#SP 0XVWEHSUHVHQWWRZLQ
W13 I’m Emotional - Using Microsoft Cognitive Services
to Understand the World Around You - Adam Tuliper
W18

Cloud Oriented Programming
- Vishwas Lele

W23 Practical Internet of Things for the
Microsoft Developer - Eric D. Boyd

W14 Professional Scrum Development Using
Visual Studio 2017 - Richard Hundhausen

W15 C# Everywhere: How CSLA .NET Enables Amazing
Cross-Platform Code Reuse - Rockford Lhotka

W19 Introduction to Containers and Docker
- Marcel de Vries

W20 Coding for Quality and Maintainability
- Jason Bock

W24 Using Docker on Windows in VSTS Build and
Release Management - Marcel de Vries

W25 Modern Mobile Development: Build a Single App
For iOS & Android with Xamarin Forms - Kevin Ford

Experience The LINQ Vortex & High Roller Event

Day 3: Thursday, March 16, 2017
Registration - Coffee and Morning Pastries
TH03 Accelerate Your Mobile App Development with
Azure App Services Mobile Apps - Brian Noyes

TH04 Agile: You Keep Using That Word
- Philip Japikse

TH05 Modern Web Development: Building Server Side Using
ASP.NET Core, MVC, Web API, and Azure - Allen Conway

H08 Connect All The Things with Azure Service Bus,
1RWLÀFDWLRQ+XEV(YHQW+XEVDQG,R7+XEVBrain Noyes

TH09 Visualizing the Backlog with User Story Mapping
- Philip Japikse

TH10 Modern Web Development: Building Client Side
Using TypeScript and Angular - Allen Conway

TH13 Add A Conversational User Interface to Your App
with the Microsoft Bot Framework - Walt Ritscher

TH14 End-to-End Dependency Injection & Testable Code
- Miguel Castro

TH15 Cloud Panel - Rockford Lhotka

Lunch
TH18 Introduction to R and Microsoft R Server
- James McCaffrey

TH19 Open Source Software for Microsoft Developers
- Rockford Lhotka

TH20 Universal Windows Development: UWP
for PC, Tablet & Phone - Nick Landry

TH23 Introduction to Azure Machine Learning
- James McCaffrey

TH24 SOLID - The Five Commandments of Good Software
- Chris Klug

TH25 Using All That Data: Power BI to the Rescue
- Scott Diehl

Post-Conference Workshops: Friday, March 17, 2017 (Separate entry fee required)
Post-Conference Workshop Registration - Coffee and Morning Pastries
F02 Workshop: Practical ASP.NET DevOps
with VSTS or TFS
- Brian Randell

F03 Workshop: Creating Experiences for the HoloLens
with Unity - Nick Landry & Adam Tuliper

F04 Workshop: Modern App Deep Dive: Xamarin,
Responsive Web, UWP, CSLA .NET - Kevin Ford, Jason Bock,
Brent Edwards, Allen Conway

vslive.com/lasvegasmsdn
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Don’t Get Me Started

DAVID S. PLATT

Backlash
Thou shalt not make a machine in the likeness of a man’s mind.
—From the “Orange Catholic Bible,” in “Dune,” by Frank
Herbert (Chilton, 1965)
Thou and I are first-class sinners then, aren’t we?
—From “Why Software STILL Sucks,” by David S. Platt
(to be published in 2018)
Anniversaries are natural times for reflection. As I begin my eighth
year fulminating in this space, I see today’s software industry
crossing a watershed.
Software, up until now, has meant machines aiding humans in
simple tasks. My favorite example is the auto-complete in Microsoft
Word. When I type “hte,” instead of ringing an alarm bell and insisting that I fix it, Word simply corrects it to the “the” that I intended. I
praised this behavior in my very first Don’t Get Me Started column
in February 2010 (msdn.com/magazine/ee309884). “This feature uses the
computer to do what computers do best, so that the human user
can do what humans do best. It understands; it respects; it even
enhances the humanity of the user.” Great.

Our software, and therefore we
as its creators, is shouldering
much more responsibility today
than it ever has. What happens if
we get it wrong?
Today’s artificial intelligences do not merely run code written by
their developers (“case WM_LBUTTONDOWN:” and so on). Today’s
machines are starting to evolve their own behavior via processing
large data sets, modifying—and we hope improving—themselves
in ways not directly controlled by their human creators. Perhaps
these evolutions will be beneficial, or at least benign. I certainly go
to work every day aiming for those results, and I know you do, too.
But today we’re entering a realm of critical mass, where we plug stuff
in, but we’re not quite sure what’s going to come out.
This isn’t just Clippy popping up, emitting his little mechanical
fart and saying: “I see you’re writing a crude forgery. Can I help? Is
this a business forgery or a personal forgery?” We’re handing over
life-and-death responsibility to these new AIs.

Consider self-driving cars, now being tested on the open road
and coming soon to a street near you. If the computer driving the
car is boxed in and can’t avoid hitting something, does it choose the
bicyclist wearing a helmet, because he’ll probably be hurt less? Or
the one not wearing a helmet, because he’s obviously less intelligent?
Does it matter if either is flouting the traffic signal? How about if
the car’s passenger isn’t wearing a seat belt? You can game this out
in the Moral Machine simulator at moralmachine.mit.edu.
Our software, and therefore we as its creators, is shouldering
much more responsibility today than it ever has. What happens
if we get it wrong?
In his 1965 masterwork “Dune,” Frank Herbert envisions a far-
future universe in which interstellar travel is commonplace, but which
doesn’t have any sort of computing machinery. The machines had
gotten too smart, and humans had to band together to wipe them
out in the Butlerian Jihad, set 10,000 years previously. The surviving humans then forbade the resurgence of computing machinery
with the biblical commandment you see at the start of this column.
“Humanity lost its drive,” reads the prequel (“Butlerian Jihad” by
Herbert’s son Brian Herbert, Tor Books, 2010). “With few ambitions,
most people allowed efficient machines to perform everyday tasks
for them. Gradually humans ceased to think, or dream … or truly
live.” Is this where our Nest thermostats and, soon, our self-driving
Uber cars are leading us?
As Reverend Mother Gaius Helen Mohiam instructs the young
Paul Atreides: “Once men turned their thinking over to machines
in the hope that this would set them free. But that only permitted
other men with machines to enslave them.” Does the alleged hack
of the 2016 Democratic campaign ring any bells here?
If you and I can’t make the world work, the alternative isn’t pretty.
In his acclaimed novel, “A Canticle for Leibowitz” (Lippincott, 1960),
Walter E. Miller Jr. describes a post-apocalyptic purge of brainy
people. “Nothing had been so hateful in the sight of those mobs as
the man of learning … Joyfully the mobs accepted the name, took
up the cry: Simpletons! Yes, yes! I’m a simpleton. … Anybody here not
a simpleton? Get the bastard, if there is!”
We’d better get this new stuff right. Because if we get it wrong,
they’re coming after us.
n
David S. Platt teaches programming .NET at Harvard University Extension School
and at companies all over the world. He’s the author of 11 programming books, including “Why Software Sucks” (Addison-Wesley Professional, 2006) and “Introducing
Microsoft .NET” (Microsoft Press, 2002). Microsoft named him a Software Legend
in 2002. He wonders whether he should tape down two of his daughter’s fingers so
she learns how to count in octal. You can contact him at rollthunder.com.
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